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Whitfield committee to address domestic oil exploration
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
U.S. Rep. FA Whitfield says he's
doesn't intend to sit still while constituents back home are reeling from
gas prices at $4 per gallon, but is
working with others in Congress to
alleviate both short- and long-term
affects of price spikes that are damaging the state and the natico's
economy.
The 1st Congressman from
Hopkinsville
visited
Murray
Monday for a groundbreaking ceremony for construction of a new
Murray Calloway Transit Authority
center on Lowes Drive. Following
the ceremony. Whitfield spoke to
the Murray Ledger & Times concerning a meeting coming up next
week
involving
the
House
Committee
on
Energy
and
Commerce that would move longterm on more domestic oil exploration and production aimed at helping to end the nation's dependency

1st District Congressman talks about high fuel costs,
other issues he's dealing with in D.C., plus '08 campaign
on foreign oil sources.
ANWR (Arctic National Wildlife
Whitfield is the ranking member Refuge) or drilling on the oil shelf,
on the committee's Commerce. so we're trying to get some legislaTrade, and Consumer Protection tion to increase American producSubcommittee.
tion of oil."
He said the U.S. and nations
Whitfield says Congress is also
around the world are consuming expected to move soon in reducing
about 85 million barrels of oil per the spike in oil prices caused by U.S.
day. about the same amount that is and international speculation on the
being produced. While the U.S. is futures market.
the world's third leading oil produc-There is some suggestion that
er, more needs to be done to tap they are contributing to anywhere
domestic sources and move forward from 15 to 20 percent of the retail
with energy-saving technology for price, so the committee I'm on has
the future.
scheduled a hearing on the impact of
"We're producing seven million speculators,- he said. "There's no
barrels per day but we're consuming more pressing need on our country
about 22 to 23 million," he said. today than to get these gas prices
—There have been a number of votes under control, not only because of
in Congress that have prohibited the impact it is having on our econdrilling off-shore or drilling in the omy but also our citizens who need

to go back and forth to work."
Short-term, Whitfield says he has
introduced legislation titled "End
the Pain at the Pump Act" that will
provide a refundable tax credit to
help those that commute back and
forth to work.
If approved into law, the legislation would provide about 33 percent
rebate back to the consumer for the
cost of fuel used to travel to and
from work based on the number of
miles driven daily. Drivers would
multiply the number of miles they
commute by a formula that utilizes
one-third of the reimbursement rate
allowed for driving for charitable
work, equating to a tax credit of
about $1.12 per gallon of gasoline

See Page 2A

U.S. Rep. Ed Minsk!
R-Ky.

Community
tips help in
drug arrests
py HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Community tips and a sixMonth long investigation by
Pennyrile Narcotics Task Force
mareorics detectives led to the
arrest of two Murray people
Monday afternoon, while two
other drug arrests were recently
made by local law enforcement.
Randy L. McGehee, 19, and
Natalia G. Humecke, 20, were
arrested at their 1100 Main St.
apartment around 2:31 p.m. and
charged with trafficking a controlled substance within 1,000
yards of a school, possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
Upon searching the resi-

dence, Detectives Tye Jackson
and Chris Garland located
approximately two ounces of
marijuana with a value of $200,
digital scales and approximately
19 bongs and pipes with marijuana residue.
According to the police
report, McGehee asked the
detective to leave some marijuana in the house so "he could
smoke it later."
Jackson said that Humecke
admitted to detectives upon her
arrest that "she sells marijuana"
and "she knew this day would
come"
Both McGehee and Humecke

II See Page 2A
Photo provided
SLIP SLIDIN' AWAY: Berry Patch Day Camp at North Calloway Elementary School had a fun-filled water day recently, complete with water slide. Pictured, Kayleigh Burch enjoys her turn on the water slide while at camp.

Program keeps reading desire burning in summer
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Public I
•
Library's Summer Reading
asaidg
Program got under way Monday
with a magic program by Chris
Egelston from Carterville, Ill.
Approximately 200 youth were
in attendance.
Youth Services Librarian
Sandy Linn reported that the
Summer Reading Program,
which is not an instructional
class, is a fun and entertaining
program designed to encourage
and keep kids reading during the
summer break from school.
The program is an annual
event for students ages 5 and up
to finishing the eighth grade.
Students under 5 are welcome to
GREG TRAVIS/ledger 8. limes
attend if accompanied by an
Magician Chris Egelston of Carterville, Ill., performs for students at Monday's Summer
adult.
Additional summer reading Reading Program at the Calloway County Public Library. Approximately 209 students were in
dates are also planned at the attendance for the day's activities.
library. Programs are one hour 14 - Priscilla Primrose and Dr. than others. It happens that
"The object of the game is to
in length. and participants chose Hip; July 21 - ReadMart.
Calloway County's program is convince kids that it's fun to
in advance between the morning
The program is free, however very active. It is expensive, but read. Today they have things
and afternoon sessions for the a pre-registration was mandato- it is worth it. We get circulation like the 'American Girl' senes,
duration of the summer proin excess over what we would ‘Goosebumps* and 'Captain
gram.
Librarian Ben Graves said all normally do," he said, adding Underpants,•" he added. "I perLinn said other programs public libraries in Kentucky that the Summer Reading sonally credit the latter with
scheduled for the summer have some kind of summer read- Program helps to generate doubling the number of boys
include. June 23 - Joel Brantley; ing program.
approximately 10 percent of the
June 30- The Mountain Women;
"Some are more extensive library's business.
II See Page 3A
July 7 - MadCap Puppets; July

.the,

Photo provided
Nineteen smoking pipe devices or bongs. two ounces of marijuana and digital scales were recovered from the residence of
Randy L. McGehee and Natalia Humecke dunng a drug investigation. Community tips helped the police in their six-month
long investigation.
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TovinCrier
NOTICE
El Calloway County Fisca!
Court is scheduled to meet at
5 p m today in the district
court room at the Calloway
County Judicial Budding_ On
the agenda for the meeting is
a final reading on the counbudget,
2008-09
ty's
approval of the sheriff's
department budget, consideration of road department
equipment bids, a resolution
accepting new roads into the
county maintenance system
and board appointments.
During the meeting. the
court is expected to adjourn
temporarily and meet as the
Calloway County Public
Properties Corporation. The
corporation, which is comprised of fiscal court members, is expected to authorize issuance of board's first
mortgage refunding revenue
bonds for 2008 authorizing
the publicly advertised competitive sale of bonds connected to allowing the
Administrative Office of the
Courts to transfer 100 percent of all debt service, operation and maintenance of the
facility from fiscal court to the
AOC.
III To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
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IN Drug ...
From Front
were lodged in the Calloway
County Jail. McGehee's bail is
set for $2,500 cash and
Humecke's is also $2,500 cash,
according to the Calloway
County Jail.
•In an unrelated case, Gary
D. Sims. 33. of 1705 Olive St..
was arrested Friday at 5:45 p.m.
on two counts of drug charges.
His current charges of two
counts of first degree second
offense trafficking of cocaine
follow a 2007 arrest and charge
of fleeing and evading police
and trafficking a controlled substance (cocaine).
After a police investigation.
Sims was arrested and lodged in
the Calloway County Jail.
Approximately 15-20 cocaine
rocks were found on his body,
police reported.
Sims bail was set at $50,000
cash. Sims had been released on
a $10,000 surety bond.
He was arraigned Monday in
Calloway County District Court
and a pretrial conference was
scheduled for June 25,
Kentucky State Police assisted the Pennynle Narcotics Task
Force and the Murray Police
Department.
•In another unrelated drug
case, an investigation led to the
arrest of Bernard A. Jenkins, 34.
of 112 Spruce St.
According to a police report,
Jenkins was stopped Thursday at
16th and Farmer streets for having his windows tinted too dark.
Following an investigation,
police found a bag of cocaine
rocks and $1,762 in cash on his
person.
Jenkins was zharged with
first degree second offense trafficking a controlled substance
(cocaine) and first degree promoting contraband.
He was lodged in the
Calloway County Jail and a bail
was set for $25,000 cash. He
was arraigned Monday in
Calloway County District Court
and a pretrial conference was
scheduled for June 25.
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TOM BERRYtedger & limes

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, fifth from right, is joined by city and county leaders and members of the Murray-Calloway Transit
Authority board in tossing the first official shovel of dirt for construction of a new MCTA dispatch center on Lowes Drive Monday.
The building is expected to be completed by the end of the year.

II Whitfield committee ...
From Front
or diesel.
Using the national average
commuting distance of 35 miles,
the average commuter would
receive a rebate of approximately $377 annually.
"When they submitted their
tax returns, they would be getting a check back from the federal government," he said. "It is
before the committee so we're
going to see what we can do."
Whitfield said the move will
be paid for by treating hedgefund managers, whose income is
$5 million annually and above,

the same as all other tax payers.
"Right now they are taxed
only at a capital gains rate and I
don't see that they should be
getting any special privileges."
he said. "They should be taxed
just like the rest of us are."
Whitfield said he's also
working on federal support for
Kentucky Lock & Dam and
other river industry concerns as
well as the continuing development of U.S 68/Ky. 80 projects,
particularly pointing out the
need for new bridges over the
Cumberland and Tennessee
rivers through Land Between
the Lakes, plus economic devel-

turned out a lot of new voters
opment.
The congressman also point- around the country and I think as
ed out the success the federal (Arizona) Sen. (John) McCain
government's new Medicare and (Illinois Sen.) Barack
prescription drug plan which he °barna continue to debate going
toward the fall that the focus
supported.
Whitfield, who is up for re- will be on the election for presielection this year. will square off dent, but there are also going to
against Democrat Heather A. be a lot of elections for the U.S.
Ryan of Paducah in November Senate the U.S. House," he said.
"I've always had an oppoin an effort to win his eighth
term representing the First nent. but that is the way the systems works. Everybody listens
District of Kentucky.
He said the November to the debate, looks at the candiGeneral Election promises to be dates and then votes for the canexciting with many new voters didate they think will do the best
job."
expected to go to the polls.
-The Democratic primary

Primary Care Medical Center has
always specialized in providing convenient, high quality, technologically advanced
primary care medicine. Now, we are able to offer even more of the same
Primary Care. This care is provided by
by offering Specialty Care
physicians that have been trained in some of the most reputable medical
centers in the country including Boston College, the Mayo Clinic, and Washington University.

re
06104011.

The convenience of this new service will help patients to avoid driving distances and long delays in
accessing Specialty Care. This new service will be cated in the newly
completed Specialty Care area of our new
facility at 1000 South 12th Street,

SPECIALTY CARE SERVICES:

Cardiology Nephrology
Neurology Neurosurgery
Orthopedics Pulmonology
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Japan trip could lure jobs to Ky.
:8y JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — Gov Steve
• Bcshear says his business top to Japan last
week likely helped land Kentucky two new
companies in the automobile industry.
Beshear. fresh off his first trip overseas as
;Kentucky's governor, said in his office
=Monday that the companies would each
: hong more than 100 jobs and "several milt
„ lions of dollars" worth of investments into
7. the Bluegrass State. He declined to elaborate
on their Raines or locations.
"I anticipate over the next few weeks
being able to announce a couple of cornpa-

KeitickvinBrief

interest the Japanese gos in
that have never been located /
enmient in participating in
Kentucky to be locating in Kentucky for the
the 2010 World Equestrian
very first time," Beshear said.
Lexington
Games in
Recent governors have made the trip to
said.
Beshear
.
Japan to hobnob with business executives
And Kentucky officials
there. Japanese investment in Kentucky has
are working on a plan to
become widespread with about 1SS facilities
improve work torce deveiemploying nearly 40,000 people in 40 comopment and training promunities, Beshear said.
grams in terms of what
The governor returned from a weeklong
Japanese companies are
Seehear
trip to Japan on Sunday.
looking for in employees.
—The Japanese presence in Kentucky is of Beshear said.
major importance and major significance,"
"We need to be out in front in terms of the
technology that we are helping to develop,"
Beshear said.
Kentucky officials are also looking to Beshear said.

files

Some upset about Dems fundraising
at Ky. Governor's Mansion
FRANKFORT. Ky (AP)-- Kentucky Democrats are looking to bolster their party s finances, and they're using the state Governor s
Mansion as a central selling point to do so
The move has 'outraged' state GOP Chairnian Steve Robertson
'I believe that renting out the Governor's Mansion does not represent it.e ktnri of athwa* and moral leadership the 'people of Kentucky
deserve' Robertson said at a press conference in front of the
French-inspired home to Kentucky s governors since 1914
Invitations were recently sent to prospective Democratic donors
asking them to loon 'The Caprtol Club" as a way to build the Kentuc-ky
Democratic Party and attend parties at the ornate Governor's
Mansion Gov Steve Beshear tops a list of top elected officials — aft
Democrats — hosting the club's inaugural reception next Tuesday
Annual membership in the club runs for $300 its $500 for membership and a spot in the Beshear Golf Open, according to the invitaboo
Democratic officials sent invites out to several hundred people last
week, said Jennifer Moore, the state Democratic Party chairwoman
Any expenses will be picked up oy the party, not taxpayers, Moore
said

Man arrested for having missing
grave markers
LEBANON JUNCTION, Ky. (AP) — Authorities arrested a man
after 19 stolen grave markers were found at his home in Lebanon
Junction south of Louisville.
Detective Scotty McGaha of the Bullitt County Sheriff's Office
says 41-year-old Jeffery Walker was arrested Monday.
The detective says Walker has been charged with 19 counts of
receiving stolen property over $300.
The markers, which were new, were reported stolen from retailers
in Simpson County and Elizabethtown.
The sheriff's office had received tips the grave markers were at
Walker's home and found them after executing a search warrant
With some of the markers weighing hundreds of pounds, McGaha
says other people are believed to be involved and more arrests are
possible

Feds hire more than 300 new coal
mine inspectors

MAKING PROGRESS: A piece of heavy equipment moves dirt Monday at the site of the former
the campus of Murray State University. The building was razed to make room for a parking lot.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The federal agency responsible or
mine safety has hired more than 300 inspectors over the past two
years to scour the nation's underground coal operations for unsafe
working conditions.
The Mine Safety and Health Administration has been beefing up
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
its work force in an effort to increase inspections after a series of minon
National Scouting Museum
ing disasters from West Virginia to Utah.
A report last year by the inspector general found that MSHA had
failed to carry out inspections at 107 of the 731 underground coal
mines operating in 2006. or 15 percent of the total.
Forty-seven miners were killed on the lob in 2006, one of the
deadliest for miners in more than a decade_ Six miners and three
attempting rescues also died in 2007 at the Utah Crandall Cany5rn
For further information, or to mine, while 15 mining fatalities have been reported nationwide since
register, please call the Murray Jan. 1.
Convention and Visitors Bureau
MSHA chiet Richard Stickler said Monday the agency has AO
at(270)759-2199. Inquiries can inspectors with the 322 new hires. But, because of resignations and
also be made by email toecin- retirements, the new hires represent a net increase of 163 inspecor
tors.
c arricofit tounnuiray.coir,
rreichmuth @new wavecomm.ne
Stickler said he also has embarked on a plan to ensure inspeiiirs
complete required visits to every coal mine in the nation, aided by
t.
$10 million earmarked for overtime pay this year.

Kazoo players needed for parade band
kazoo players down Main Street
for the Campbell Realty
Freedom Fest Parade.
Anyone between the ages of
8 and 80, who has the stamina to
mars* the parade route, is invited to join the band. It is free to
sign-up. and patriotic kazoos
will be provided.
There will be a rehearsal on
July 3 from 6:30-7:30 p.m. in
the Robert O. Miller Conference
Center.

Staff Report
Have the great ability to hum
a tune? Hmmmmm?
Then you can be a part of the
2008 Freedom ,Vist Kazoo
-- • Those interestefille asked to
• visit the Murray Convention and
• Visitors Bureau downtown and
sign up for the parade. For only
the second time in Murray history, Roger Reichmuth will be
• leading a talented group of

Fishing event rescheduled
Staff Report
annual
fifth
The
hooked on Fishing. Not on
Drugs event has been
rescheduled for Saturday,
June 21.
Murray -Calloway
and
Parks
County
Recreation officials said
Monday that the event,
washed out by rain last
Saturday, will take place
from 8:30- I I :30 a.m. and
everyone is invited to the
Kenny Imes Farm for a
day of fishing, food and
fun.
preschool
Children
through age 15 are invited
along with parents or adult
guardians.
have
who
Those
already registered will still

Attendance of practice is
required to participate in the
parade.
"The only requirements are
to be able to march the length of
the parade, be Able to hum a
couple of patriotic songs into a
kazoo, and enjoy being a little
ridiculous," said Reichmuth.
"We particularly need a percussion line of four to eight players
for the band to be the success
envisioned."

Come celebrate INDEPENDENCE
with The Murray Bank as we
celebrate our customers!

NI Reading ...

be provided with a T-shirt
and fishing pole. In the
event of another rain out, a
sign will be posted on the
gates of Imes farm directing those who registered to
go to Wal-Mart to pick up
their T-shirt and pole.
Registration may still
take place at the event.
Those who have not registered in advance may do so
at the event; however a 1shirt or fishing pole cannot
be guaranteed. Children
are encouraged to bong
their own pole. Bait will
be provided, but those who
attend are asked to bring
lawn chairs.
Any questions may be
directed to the park's
department office at 7620325.

From Front
that continue to read into the summer. This
is exactly what they wanted to read."
He said reading was a "learned trait" —
just like basketball.
"You have to start shooting at an early age.
When it's something funny or enjoyable,
they are learning to read because they enjoy
it."
He said the youth will progress to the junior level and then to the young adult level.
"The young adult books are longer and have
a larger vocabulary. The young adult books
are where they find the Harry Potter and
Brian Jacks books."
He said the library's Summer Reading
Program is part of the gateway into the
process of getting the youth to read more
and enjoy it.
For more information about the Summer
Reading Program contact Linn at 753-2288.

Join us for The Murray Bank's annual

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION DAY
Friday, June 20th, 11 a.m. — 2 p.m.
Lunch will be served at both offices
405 South 12th St.
& 700 North 12th St.
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The Murray Bank
is Murray's ONLY local, independent bank!

$8“
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Small enough to know you ... Big enough to serve you!
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NORTH OFFICE
SOUTH OFFICE
700 North 12th St.
405 South 12th St.
270-753-5626 • www.thernurraybank.com
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Replacing Russert tough task for NBC News
NEW YORK (API -Stil
reeling from Tim Russert's
death, NBC News must now
contemplate replacing the man
who not only dominated the
Sunday morning talk shows, but
served as chief political comthe
ran
and
mentator
Washington bureau.
The "Meet the Press" host
had what was arguably the most
important and far-reaching job
in television news, particularly
in an election year. He died of a
heart attack Fnday while preparing for another week's edition of
"Meet the Press.NBC wasn't talking about
potential successors while planning Russert's wake today and
memorial service Wednesday
that will be televised on
MSNBC from the Kennedy
Center. Top anchor Brian
Williams cancelled an appearance Monday at the Peabody
Awards to be with his stricken
staff.
NBC has potential successors
to Russert on "Meet the Press"
AP
already within the company. The
at Tim Russert
Russert
Tim
about
story
a
on
report
station
television
local
a
from
Journalists
implidecision has big financial
cations, since the show report- Park in West Seneca N.Y. Monday. Russert, a Buffalo native, who pointedly, but politely quesedly earns more than $60 mil- tioned hundreds of the powerful and influential as moderator of NBC's Meet the Press, died
lion a year in profits with rela- Friday.
tively few expenses and often
Matthews was considered a dle-of-the road approach -- and election. That course would give
has a waiting list of potential
to replace Bob could be reason enough for NBC the chance to find a new
candidate
advertisers.
to look elsewhere. And host and build a format around
A wrong move can provide Schleifer on "Face the Nation" NBC
moving Matthews to "Meet the that person's strengths outside
Schleifer
until
year,
this
earlier
News'
ABC
to
opportunity
an
would likely end his syn- the crucible of an election sea"This Week" and George decided to stay on a few more Pressshow, another disincen- son. But that could impose a
dicated
years.
Stephanopoulos, which has
brutal 7-day-a week schedule on
NBC.
to
tive
talker,
relentless
a
Matthews,
averaged 2.8 million viewers
Washington hands David Williams and keep the semithis year. That's second to would have to change his style
and Andrea Mitchell retired Brokaw busier than he'd
NBC's 4.17 million, with both to fit in to Russert's "Meet the Gregory
but fit into the like to be.
lesser-known,
are
template.
reportorial
Press"
networks up from last year durRussert was a fixture beside
format that
reporting
objective
MSNBC's
with
Along
ing a period of heavy political
Keith made "Meet the Press" with first Brokaw. then Williams, on
with
"Countdown"
attention.
stop for election nights with his contaChris Olbermann, he represents an Russert the first
host
"Hardball"
newsmakers. giously enthusiastic analysis. He
Washington
that
would
style
opinionated
Matthews is the best-known
Gwen Hill of PBS' was a frequent guest of the
internal candidate. He already change the course of the show, Outsiders
Week." a former "Today- show, explaining the
"Washington
controversy
caused
already
has a Sunday talk show syndi- and
correspondent, and CNN's latest political developments.
cated by NBC Universal that's this political season by saying NBC
Clinton became a sena- John King could fit the same His loss likely means a larger
very competitive with the netcandidate for president mold. There's some sentiment on-air role for Chuck Todd, the
a
and
tor
works, despite taping on Friday.
husband messed within NBC News to have network's political director, who
"her
because
"The Chris Matthews Show"
Williams or retired anchor Tom was recruited to NBC News by
averages about 2.3 million around."
Matthews' long history of Brokaw — who filled in this Russert. Todd has been increasviewers, less than CBS' "Face
Sunday — to sit in tem- ingly visible this political seathe Nation" and more than Fox's strong opinions is in stark con- past
perhaps through the son. particularly on MSNBC.
porarily,
midnimble,
Russert's
to
tract
show with Chris Wallace.

Harvey Ellis

Harsev Ellis, 88, Murray, died today, Tuesday, June 17, 2008, at
12:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer and former teacher at Kirksey
N.
i High School. he was chairman of Murray Lions
lav
'
Club, former member of Murray Rotary Club. and
former director of Calloway County Farm Bureau. A
member of First Ilnited Methodist Church he had
served as supenntendent of Sunday School and on
the Board of Trustees. He was a former board member of Peoples.
Bank and was now a member of the advisory board of BB&T Bank.
.
He was an Army veteran of World War II.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Martha Nelle Stark Ellis,
one sister, Polly Erwin, and three brothers. Shannon, Orene and
Lytton Ellis. Born Feb. 10, 1920, he was the son of the late Duncan
Ellis and Daisy Charlton Ellis
Survivors include one daughter, Vicki Hargrove and husband,
Clayton, Minneapolis, Minn.; one grandson, Brian Shell and wife ,
Francine, and one great-grandson, Parker Ellis Shell, all of
Hunnington Beach. Calif; one stepgranddaughter, Hope Hargrove,
Austin, Texas; one sister-in-law, Viva Ellis, Murray.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 am in the chapel of ImesMiller Funeral Home. Rev. Richard Smith and Rev. Bob Saywell
will officiate. Burial will follow in the South Pleasant Grove

Stan Winston dies of cancer at 62
. LOS ANGELES IAP1 —
Stan Winston, the Oscar-winrang special-effects maestro
responsible for bringing the
chnosaurs of "Jurassic Park" and
Other iconic movie creatures to
life, has died. He was 62.
Winston died at his home in
Malibu surrounded by family on
Sunday evening after a sevenyear struggle with multiple
Myeloma. according to a representative from Stan Winston
Studio.
' Working with such directors
as Steven Spielberg, James
Cameron and Tim Burton in a
career spanning four decades,
Winston created some of the
most memorable visual effects
in cinematic history. He helped
bring the dinosaurs from
"Jurassic Park," the extraterrestrials from "Aliens, the robots
from "Terminator" and even
"Edward Scissorhands" to the
big screen, and was a pioneer in
merging real-world effects with
computer imaging.
"The entertainment industry
has lost a genius, and 1 lost one

of my best friends with the death
Sunday night of Stan Winston,"
Gov, Arnold Schwarzenegger
said in a statement. "Stan's work
and four Oscars speak for themselves and will live on forever.
What will live forever in my
heart is the way that Stan loved
everyone and treated each of his
friends like they were family."
Winston won visual effects
Oscars for 1986's "Aliens,"
1992's 'Terminator 2: Judgment
Day" and 1993's "Jurassic
Park." He also won a makeup
Oscar for I992's "Batman
Returns."
Winston was nominated for
his work on "Heartbeeps."
"Edward
"Predator,"
"Batman
Scissorhands,"
Returns," "The Lost World:
Jurassic Park" and "A.I."
He last worked with director
Jon Favreau on "Iron Man."
"Ha was experienced and
helped guide me while never
losing his childlike enthusiasm:
Favreau said in a statement. "He
was the king of integrating practical effects with CGI, never los-
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Stan Winston, the Oscar-winning special effects maestro
responsible for bringing dinosaurs and other creatures to life
on the silver screen in films such as "Jurrasic Park," died of
multiple myeioma Sunday at 62.
ing his relevance in an ever
changing industry. I aril proud to
have worked with him and we
were looking forward to future
collaborations. I knew that he
was struggling, but I had no idea
that he would be gone so soon.
Hollywood has lost a shining
star." At the time of his death,
Winston was in the process of
transforming his physical makeup and effects studio into the
new Winston Effects Group
with a team of senior effects
supervisors. Winton•s most
included
projects
recent
"Terminator Salvation: 'The
Future Begins.- "G.I. Joe."
"Shutter Island" and Cameron's

"Avatar."
"He ran at full throttle, in
both work and play, and was a
man el kindness, wisdom and
great humor: Cameron said in
an e-mail to The Associated
Press. "He was a kid that never
grew up, whose dreams were
writ large on the screens of the
world. I am proud to have been
his friend, and I will miss him
very deeply." As a child growing
up in Virginia, Winston enjoyed
drawing. puppetry and classic
horror films. After graduating
from the University of Virginia,
Charlottesville in 1968. Winston
moved to Southern California to
become an actor.
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Mrs. Shirley Ball, 74. Murray, died Sunday, June 1.5, 2008, at
10:45 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
She had worked as a caregiver/nurses aide for the elderly and
was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Walter Clark; her.
second husband, Ralph Ball; one son, Gordon Clark; one sister.
Jacqueline Steinkact; two brothers, Otto and Donald Steinkact. Born
March 10, 1934, in Union, Mo., she was the daughter of the late
Leslie Steinkact and Myrtle Strawssburg Steinkact.
Survivors include one daughter. Sharon Daughtery, Hillsboro.
Mo.; three sorts, Charles Clark and wife, Doris, Clifty, Derrill Clark
and wife, Karen. Murray. and Walter Clark and wife, Ashley,
Owensboro; one brother, Robert Steinkact and wife. Marion,
Manchester, Mo.; six grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
A graveside service will be held at a later time and date. J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Charles Hutchens

Charles Hutchens, 74, Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday. June IS,
2008, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A lifelong fanner and carpenter, he was a former owner of
Hutchens Plant Farm and currently co-owner with his wife of
Hutchens Mobile Home Park, Puryear. Preceding him in death were
one son, Roger Hutchens in 1987, and one brother, Adolphus
Hutchens. Born June 16, 1933, in Weakley County, Tenn he was
the son of the late Monroe Hutchens and Mary Paschall Hutchens.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Stella Sawyers Hutchens, to
whom he was married March 24, 1956; daughter-in-law, Janet
Moody and husband. Jeff, one grandchild, Angel Evitts and husband, Michael, and two great-grandchildren, Avery and Kristen
Evitts, all of Puryear; two brothers, ldelee Hutchens, Murray, Ky.,
and L.D. Hutchens and wife. Natilee. Edwardsville, Ill.; several.
nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m, in the Lellon Chapel.
of Ridgeway Funeral Home,Pans, Tenn. Terry Wilson will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jeff Moody, James Hounshell, Daniel Hantack,
Randy Hutchens, Mark Wheeler and Michael Evitts. Burial will follow in the Paschall Cemetery, Puryear.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday) and after 9 a.m. Wednesday.
A memorial service for Richard Duane Bennett Jr. will be held at
a later date. Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmillercora
Mr. Bennett Jr., 61, Murray, died Saturday. June
14, 2008. at 6 p.m. at his home.
He had served for 20 years as a staff sergeant in
the United States Army. He was of Baptist faith and
was a graduate of Bible Baptist Seminary. Clarke
Summit, Pa. Born Dec. 12, 1946, in Elmira, N.Y., he was the son of
the late Richard Duane Bennett Sr. and Margaret Loraine Kiser
Bennett. Also preceding him in death were one son. Richard Allen
Bennett, and one brother, Darren Bennett.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Virginia Pearson Bennett, to
whom he was married Feb. IS, 1972; three daughters, Melissa
Wesley and husband. Dean, Scranton, Pa., Michelle Bennett and
fiance, Paul Few, Murray. and Amanda Bennett and fiance. Gideon
Payne, Owensboio; four brothers, Bob Bennett and wife, Bettie,
Otegia. N.Y., Mike Bennett and wife, Linda, Knoxville, Tenn.,'
Ronnie Bennett and wife, Trina, Moradia, N.Y., and Kelly Bennett
and wife, Debbie, Fort Walton Beach, Ha.; two sisters, Darlene'
Bennett, Homer, N.Y., and Bettjane Lee and husband. Ed, Truxtora
N.Y.; three granddaughters; two great-grandchildren.

Curtis Murphy

The funeral for Curtis Murphy was Monday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Hombeak Funeral Chapel, Fulton. Burial was in the
Pleasant View Memorial Gardens, Fulton. Online condolences may
be made at www.hornbeakfuneralchapel.com
Expressions of sympathy may be made to South
Fulton United Methodist Church Music or
Children's Fund, 205 Orchard Dr., South Fulton, TN
38257.
Mr. Murphy, 91, South Fulton, Tenn., died
Saturday morning, June 14, 2008, at Parkway Regional Hospital,
Fulton.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was a member of South
Fulton United Methodist Church and of the American Legion.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Vivian Elizabeth Choate
Murphy on Oct. 26, 2002, one daughter, Barbara Gail Murphy; one
sister, Modean Puckett; and one brother. Raymond Puckett. Born
Dec. 12, 1916, in Hickman County, he was the son of the late Henry.
Clarence and May Kimbell Murphy.
Survivors include one son, David Murphy, and one daughter,
Lana Parker. both of South Fulton, Tenn.; four grandchildren. Josh
and Robert Murphy, Barbara McClanahan and Lori Pinion, all of
South Fulton; four great-grandchildren, Allison Murphy, Murray,
and Holly McClanahan and Emily and Cory Pinion, all of South
Fulton; one brother, Glenn Murphy. Alexandna La.

Studies show that reading
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m:
at
made
he
may
condolences
Wednesday. Online
www.irnesmillercom
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First United Methodist
Church, 503 Maple St., Murray, KY 42071 or South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church, 5671 Crossland Rd., Hazel, KY 42049. ,
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Need Line's 2008 Golf
Tournameni will be held Friday

10.birigiesellsft& Y ed ger•coll

Patriotism soars with local decorating contest
Kopperud Realty's Flying
Flags of Murray outdoor home
and business decorating contest will kick off the Freedom
Fest activities this year.
The entire community is
invited to partake, and applicams can use flags. plants, flowers, signs, lights and just about
anything they can dream up
to inspire the Fourth of July

Miurray-Callosvay County Need Line
will host its annual Golf Tournament on
Friday at the Murray Country' Club. The
entry fee will be $50 per individual sponsorship Ilex deductibel donation).
Each sponsor will Misr a 7 1/2 a 13
1/2 sign that will be placed at one of the
tee boxes with the name and location of
your business. church or individual making the donation.
lo's
For more information contact Toni,*
Datobook Casey at Need Line office at 753-6333;
By Jo Burkeen Matt Garrison at 762-0414; Joe Dick at
759-1220; or Kathy Kopperud at 753-1222.
Community
Editor

spint Kopperud Realty's Flying Flags of Murray was
designed to promote spirit and
enthusiasm throughout the cornmunity.
**Troops all over the coontry are deployed nght now and
Flying Flags of Murray is a
great way to show support for
them as we celebrate another
year of Freedom Fest here in

Murray." Murray Convention
and Visitors Bureau Executive
Director Lindsay Geib said.
Prizes will be awarded to
the top house and business.
The best decorated home and
business will receive a free
window cleaning from Sonlight Window Cleaning. Murray's residential and commercial window cleaning service.

Students
selected for
university
admission

Photography class planned

4-H Photography Class with Terry Little as instructor will
meet June 19 and 26 and July 3 and 20 from I to 3 p.m. in
the meeting room of Calloway County Extension office. This
will be four sessions with lessons with assignments each week.
Call 753-1452 to sign up. The class is limited to 15 participants who are encouraged to attend all sessions.

LOUISVILLE. Ky. — Sullivan University, has accepted
two local students for admission to he university beginning the 2008 academic year.
They are Joseph Street, graduate of Calloway County High
School. and Wesley Durham.*
graduate of Marshall County
High School.
Sullivan University, founded in 1962. is accredited by
the Commission on Colleges'
of the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools.

The Den plans meeting
MHS The Den Council will meet for personnel purposes on
Thursday at 12:30 p.m. at Murray High School.

Good Life group plans trip
The Murray Bank Good Life will be traveling by chartered
bus to Tunica. Miss., on July 22 and 23. For anyone interested in this trip, reservations must be made by June 27. To
reserve your seat call Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail her
at bsykes@themurraybank.com.

Twin Lakes car club will meet
• Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of America
will have its monthly dinner meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade, Murray. The club is open to anyone with an
interest in antique automobiles and visitors are always welcome. For more information contact Howard Brandon at 7534389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

•

Photo provided
Club
Woman's
Murray
new
installed
right,
Crafton,
Martha
Gov.
District
First
OFFICERS:
NEW
officers for 2008-09, at the recent general meeting, were, from right, Cynthia Barnes, president; Bobbie Weatherly, tirst vice president; Cathy Pigg, treasurer; and Judy Kelso. second
vice president Not present was Virginia Randolph, recording secretary.

Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet
Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet Thursday at 5:30 in the classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for Health & Wellness. Stephanie Hobbs, speechlanguage pathologist, will speak about "Games For the Mind."
All interested persons are invited. For information contact
Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Local students named to honors list
MAYFIELD, KY. — Students at Mid-Continent University earned president's list
and dean's list honors in the
ADVANTAGE faogram.
Named to the president's list
wthe Tony Lovett, Michael Sunderland, Peggy Tidwell and
Stephen Thompson, all of Murray. and Michael Milby, Almo.
Named to the dean's list were
Larry Jones and Jennifer Tingle of Murray.

A support group for those with Macular Degeneration or
low vision will meet Thursday at 12:30 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens' Center, 607 Poplar Street,
Murray, inside the Weaks Community Center. Angie Carter
with the Office of the Bliod will be the speaker this month
Meetings will be tiqd,. On the third Thursday of each month
at the center. This is Open to all interested persons. For more
information, call Ten Cobb at 753-0929.

Self-Help Group will meet
Vocational/Educational Self-Help Group for anyone who has
been incarcerated will be Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. A Licensed Professional Counselor will be available to answer questions.

Pleasure Cookers Club will meet tonight at 6:30 at Calloway County Extension office. Each month the club meets to
share a potluck meal and recipes with a theme. The theme for
June is "Dairy Products." New members are welcome. For
information call Judi Little at 436-5132.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at First
Christian Church fellowship hall, I 1 1 North Fifth St. Weighin will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Johna at 2279521.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Murray Singles will meet

Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet tonight at 7 at
the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat
at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 6:30 pat First United Methodist
Church. Enter from the southside rear door located near the
playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem
of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

To achieve the president's
list, a student must maintain a
4.0 grade point average on a
4.0 scale term. To achieve the
dean's list, a student must maintain a grade point average of
3.5 and 3.99 or. a 4.0 scale.
These students are members
of a "cohort" group that meet
in the Mayfield and Murray
areas.
ADVANTAGE is an accelerated degree completion pro-

Co-founded in 1985 by Teresa and Rich Fillmon of Tallahassee. Fia., His Kids, too! is
a Christian organization with
the primary focus of reaching
out to orphans, street children,
the elderly, and those with disabilities in Ukraine by delivering humanitarian aid, health
care, and educational opportunities.
Cornerstone Adoption Services, Inc. is a Florida licensed,
nonprofit subsidiary that facilitates the adoption of orphans
in Ukraine.
Walter Steely, member of
the executive board, and Jayne
Crisp, advisory board member
and Murray Rotarian, presented a program on His Kids,
Too! at a meeting of Murray
Rotary Club at Pagliai's.
The organization's present
needs areboys white tee-shirts,
size small child through adult
medium, and funds for the
Christian Children's Home that
is being established in the

'

115 Maui Sr . Hwy 641

Donetsk region of southeast
Ukraine. The tee shirts will be
tie dyed as a craft during Summer Bible Camp in Dzerzhinsk.
For more information go to
website:
the
www.hiskidstoo.org
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Meagan Rogers
& Zach Baldwin
Tamara Howard
& Joshua Lamer

•

Gail Fridy
& Phil Gray
Kathryn Stalls
& Kyle Tracy
Cherie Moore
& Mark Fitch
Brooke Hicks
•
•
& O'Shea Hudspeth
Jennifer Evans
& Drew Henry
Beth Ann Dunavant
& Justin Pounds
Christine Myers
& John Taylor

•

Kimberly Jeffries
& Adam Brown

•

Rebecca Boyd
& Edward Baust
Tara Evans
& Stacy Vincent
.•

Blake Powell
dr Brad Paxton
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Ronald B Gorayeb
Hypnotist
*Over 500.000 people have
attended our hypnosis seminars
Designed to work for you lust as it 0
X
has for all these peopleHu
950
lost
in
TX)
autbn.
Roy Stripling
8 months, Elaine Burrows (Liverpool,
ArT) lost 130 lbs it. 13 months. Debbie co
hersh (Ft Worth. TX) lost 63 Ito in 5
months. JefTParom (Grand Junction,
())lost 50 lbs. Donna Jackson
g7everalta, WA)km 35 lbs al 2 mo•
Corporate on-site seminars &
71
discounts are available-14100re, IV,
•

BONUS

•

.•

270-492-6144
qatelmeraixhandhomes com

Jayne Crisp

Murray

Register at door 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Cash, Check, Visa/MC, AmEx
vnvw.trIm123.com
"This is the easiest thing I've ever done
In 2 months, 1 lost 3 six- s (I by 5 mo. 4 1.2
sizes for a total of 63 lbs" D Kersh. Tt
YOU HAVE OUR WRITTEN GUARANTEE
YOU WILL LOSE WEIGHT: Lose all tha
weight you want If you ever want
reinforcement you may attend any of our
weight loss seminars free, or rf you are
not fully satisfied with our program, you may
have a It/ refund up tc 45 days of this
now'
seminar Jan Ls, start •

• •

Hazel. KY

100% Written Guarantee
Monday,June 23
7:00 pm to 9:45 pm
Robert 0. Miller Conference Ctr
201 S. 4th Street

•

Whitney Delk
& Ryan Vonnahme

•
•

We are
pleased to
announce that
Amanda Greer
bride-elect of
Chad Young
has made her
household
selections through
our Bridal Registry.
Amanda and
Chad will be
married
July 19, 2008.

•

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
Cleo Le
& Jonathan King

Megan Jones
dr Aaron Storey

STATE LINE
RANCH &
HOME,INC.

LOSE WEIG

ft can work for you - try It!

•

•

gram. Adults 24 years of age
and above with approximately
two years of college can earn
the last half of their bachelor's degree by attending class
one night per week for 18
months of instruction. Upon
completion, students earn a
bachelor of science in business management.
To learn more about this
program, call I -888-MCUGrad.

Crisp speaks to Murray Rotary
Club about 'His Kids, too!'

Pleasure Cookers Cub to meet

That's nght Regardless of your past experience trying to lose weight, YOU HAVE OUR GUARANTEE
THAT YOU WILL LOSE WEIGHT without hunger,
without going on a diet or your money back.
Tonight you will experience two hypnctic
sessions designed to eliminate unwanted cravings,
reduce your consumption of sweets, and break the
impulsivelcompulsove eating habit.
With the Gorayob Method of Clinical Hypnosis.
you enter a deep, relaxed state of hypnosis where
sou are awake, aware and ALWAYS IN CONTROL.
Jul! leave refreshed, feeling good
But will it work for me It doesn't matter how much
weight you have to lose or how long you've been
trying to lose it, this program is designed so you
START LOSING WEIGHT IMMEDIATELY
and gain control over your eating' It 's designed
so you can lose 30 lbs, 50 lbs even 120 lbs
quickly and safely. Over 500,000 people have
attended our Lose Weight With Hypnosis seminars.

•
•
•

•

Macular Degeneration group to meet

with HYPNOSIS

Applications to participate
in Flying Flags of Murray must
be submitted by June 23. This.
competition is free of charge
and open to everyone' Donanom to Freedom Fest are greatly appreciated. Judging will be
one work prior to the Freedom Fest activities. Applications are available online at
www.tourmurray.com

xi

SUBSCRIBE

Brufai'Registry 8r gifts
University Square
12th Street • Murray
(270) 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2

•
•

CD .
4E164.' maturing?
Cat today to find out more about a competitive
alternative to other savings plans - a fired annuity from
Woodmen of the VVorld•
•CompetrOve interest rates
•Earnings compound tax deferred
•No taxes unDi withdrawal
The rate interest rate' for lune is 4.4%
to sews be less than 3,it,

'This rate %ones moot* but is guaranteed
iriovire about kx-A-01 rates for 1-5,,vars

Barry Newsome
Shelia Crouse
Field Representative Field Representative
270-753-3422
270-753-4741
slicrousetwoodmenxern benewsornetwoodrsen.com

WOODMENJI
°ftilAVORLD
Woodmen of the Work bie Insuraoce
Horne Oft Omaha Nebraska
veenewoodreee org
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Former VP endorses Obama
DETROIT (API — Al Gore
made his debut in the 2008 presidential campaign Monday
Mght. encouraging voters to
back Barack Obama because
"take it from me. elections matter."
The former vice president's
speech at the Joe Louis Arena
was part endorsement and part
blistering attack on the man who
denied him the White House
eight years ago.
"After eight years of incompetence, neglect and failure, we
need change," Gore said. "After
eight
years
when
our
Constitution has been dishonored and disrespected. we need
changes."
In 2000, Gore won the popular vote but lost the disputed
election to George W. Bush,
who captured Florida and its
electoral votes after a divided
Supreme Court ended the recount of ballots. Since then,
Gore has made combatting global warming his signature issue,
and has been recognized worldwide for his effort — from an
Academy Award to the Nobel
Prize.
lasting
Obama
stoked
Democratic anger over the 2000
outcome when he recognized
Gore as -the winner of the popular vote for president."
"You
remember
that,"
Obama said as the crowd of
20,000 erupted in raucous
applause.
Gore is one of the most popular figures in the Democratic
Party, but he stayed out of the
primary campaign.
Its the second time Obama
has rolled out a major endorsement in Michigan, where he did
not campaign during the primary because its election violated the party rules. Obama is
counting on a win in Michigan
in November, but brought Gore
and 2004 vice presidential nominee John Edwards to help validate him among Democrats in
the state after skipping their primary.
"I'm grateful Al Gore came
to Detroit tonight," Obama said.
"But I'm ever more grateful for
everything he's done in the last
40 years for this country."
Gore announced his decision
in a fundraising e-mail earlier
Monday. "From now through

CHICAGO (API — Some UnitedHealthcare at the con- :
health insurance companies rate tracted rate, compared with 71. 7;
doctors on their performance. percent for Aetna and 98 percent
Now doctors are turning the for Medicare.
UnitedHealthcare spokesman
tables.
American
Medical Gregory Thompson said doctors
The
Association issued its first and their billing services share
health insurance report card at responsibility for prompt paythe group's annual meeting ment. "Data show there is often
Monday. The primary focus is a significant lag time between
on how quickly and accurately when services are provided and
physician claims are submitted,"
doctors get paid.
"Physicians are spending 14 he said.
He said UnitedHealthcare hatpercent of their total revenue to
simply obtain what they've improved its electronic claims;
earned," said Dr. William Dolan, systems and noted the AMPal.
gave the company higher ratings,
an AMA board member.
The report card is an effort to on other measures.
Medicare performed better,:
reduce the cost of claims processing to doctors and help them than the private insurers in most'
as they negotiate contracts with areas, said Dr. Lawrence
insurance companies, he said. Casalino. a University of
The report card will help Chicago health economist and '•
patients if it reduces wasteful former physician. Commercial ,.
administrative costs, Dolan insurance plans compete by'
added.
promising employers that they
The report card compares are tough on holding down the
Medicare and seven national cost of claims, he said.
commercial health insurers on
"There's no question that
the timeliness and accuracy of administrative costs for doctors.,
claims processing. It is based on and the country would be a lot:;,.
a random sample drawn from 3 lower in a single-payer system,":;:
million claims.
Casalino said in an interview:
There are no grades like A, B after the meeting. But a market-:::
and C,and many of the technical based system has advantages of;.;
measures may not mean much to competition, choice and innovamost patients. But business lead- tion, he said. "Are the benefits
AP ers and health policy makers are enough to justify the cost'!"
right, raises his hands with for- interested in cutting an estimatDemocratic presidential candidate Sen. Barack Obama,
Peter Lee of the Pacific
mer Vice President Al Gore at the Joe Lewis Arena in Detroit, Monday.
ed annual $210 billion in wasted Business Group on Health welThe Republican Party point- administrative claims process- comed the report card, but said
Election Day, I intend to do enced to be president as well.
he hoped the AMA would look
whateVer I can to make sure he but Kennedy noted that Thomas ed out that Gore's 2000 running ing costs, AMA leadeis said.
Four years ago, Dr. Marcy at a broader range of areas that
is elected president of the United Jefferson, George Washington mate, Sen. Joe Lieberman, has
States," Gore wrote.
and Christopher Columbus all since left the Democratic Party Zwelling got so frustrated with would be helpful to consumers.
"Increased payments to
Gore told the rally that the accomplished great things and become an independent and the time and cost of making sure
she was paid accurately by physicians means increased preDemocratic primary was a con- before they reached their mid- is hacking McCain.
In response to Gore's harsh insurers that she stopped dealing miums and increased costs in a
test between a strong and inspir- 40s.
"I feel your determination critique
ing field of candidates, but "now
of
Bush, GOP with them. She now runs a so- system that is spiraling out of
we've made our choice."
after two terms of the Bush- spokesman Alex Conant said, called "boutique" practice. Most control," Lee said.
Susan Pisano, a spokesHe said Republican candidate Cheney
administration
to "Iltis election isn't about chang- of her patients pay her an annuwoman for America's Health .
John McCain deserves respect change the direction of our ing the past, it's about changing al fee out of their own pockets.
"The best thing is, I get to be Insurance Plans, said that for
for all he has done for this coun- country," he said. He accused the future. It's telling that half of
try and for his willingness to Bush of myriad missteps, the 2000 Democratic ticket a doctor" instead of a claims claims to be processed accuratedebate his party on climate including a botched response to endorsed John McCain early in processor, said Zwelling, Of Los ly and quickly it takes two parchange and other critical issues. Hurricane Katrina, economic the campaign, while the other Alamitos, Calif. She says she ties: insurers and doctors.
She complained that while
But he said the 7I-year-old problems, foreign policy mis- half waited until Barack Obama doesn't make any more money
McCain's "age and experience" takes and allowing lead-tainted had been the presumptive nomi- than she did when she accepted insurance companies that rate
aren't the same as Obama's toys and poisoned pet food in nee for weeks." Obama clinched insurance, but she has more time doctors generally share the
judgment,
noting
the from China.
the nomination on June 3.
information with doctors before.
with patients.
Democrat's early opposition to =
Obama arid Gore were intro- il UniteeTtlealtheake. s had the 78-ley make it public, the AMA
,Vr
oitu ilt.cats have
4:uTigilmo'ter,he duced by Michigan Gov,..
.
the Iraq war.
rate of coskie6mmpli- 4id not share its report with,
election matters Jennifer Granholm, who backed 'ance, according An the AMA insurers before releasing it
He said Republicans criti- sai
cized President Kennedy for more than ever because America Hillary Rodham Clinton in the report. About 62 percent of med- online Monday.
pnmary.
being too young and inexperi- needs change more than ever."
ical services billed were paid by
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for
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AMA issues first report
card on health insurers
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Calloway Co. Banking Center
Grand Opening 12 Mond) Special

$25,000.00

$25,000.00

3.25%

(3 Month Compound)

$50,000.00

$50,000.00

3,49%

$100,000.00

$100,000.00

3.75%

Annual

Percentage Yield

Certificate nelds are based on daily balance Account fee could affect account earn,ngs Accounts are sublect to arty wrthdrawal penalty

Use this *250 Coupon Towards Your
Closing Costs on a
Secondary Market Mortgage*
Or
Take .25% APR Discount Off of Any
Other CFSB Loan Program**

BettY Darnoll

Free Assistance
Opening an Investment
Savings Plan
Life Insurance
•
Annuities
• Mutual Funds
• Estate Planning
• Long-Term Care
We will assist you with setting up:
• An Investment Savings Plan
• Investment Clubs
• Lifelong Income
• Wealth Creation
•

.11

J. Apple

ST

FINANCIAL CORPORATION

The Calloway County Banking
Center of CFSB is now °tiering
Full Investment Services through
INVEST Financial

"5250 coupon good towards closing cost associated with any long term fixed rate loar through CFSB
"Offer subject to credit approval — certain restrictions apply Offer does not include a refinance of ex:sting CFSB debt
Coupon entitles applicant to 25°, discount off of CFSB.s standard rates for regular loan programs Redeemable at any
CFSB location

1.

IN

Shannon Pace

Bran, h

Bryon McHugh

Piat,e "tarn

CFSB
COMMUNITY FINANCIAL ItIlViCIIS SANS

1721 N. 12th St. (Next Door to Circus Skate)
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Member
(270)753-9067
FLAG

Call your investment specialist
Brad Fooshee in Murray at
1-888-226-5669 to talk about your
dreams and financial objectives.
INVEST Finandal Corporation(INVEST),member FINRA,SIPC,a Registered Broker Dealer,and
Registered Investment Advisor,is not affiliated with <Financial Institution Name>. Securities
and insurance products offered through INVEST and affiliated insurance agencies are.• not
FDIC insured not deposits,obligations of,or guaranteed by any bank,and tare subject
to investment risk, including the possible loss of principal amount invested.
lf-Afree
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OVC HOOPS ROUNDUP

Hudson removes name from NBA Draft
cially withdrew his name from the
June 26 NBA Draft this afternoon
(Monday, June 161. Hudson spent a
couple of hours, Monday afternoon,
visiting with UT Martin head coach
Bret Campbell and assistant coach
By UT Martin Sports Information
MARTIN, Tenn. — With 30 rain- Jason James in an undisclosed locautes to spare. The Uni- tion in Memphis.
"I think the uncertainty of his posiversity of Tennessee at
Martin's Lester Hud- tion in the second round helped Lester
son said he was going make his decision," Campbell said.
to the NBA. He paused "It wag Lester's decision all the way,
for a couple of sec- In the end we wanted what was boast
onds and finished his for Lester. By coming back for one
sentence ... "Next more season he positions himself
much better for a future NBA Draft.
Hudscw1
year."
By saying next year, Hudson con- Also getting his degree played a role
firmed be was coming back to UT in his decision."
Hudson participated in the NBA preMartin for his senior season. Along
with the confirmation, Hudson offi- draft camp in Orlando last month

SKYHAWK GUARD WILL
RETURN TO MARTIN
FOR SENIOR SEASON

son, including becoming the first Division I men's player to record a quadruple-double (25 points, 12 rebounds,
10 assists and 10 steals vs. Central
Baptist College) in a college game.
He also had a triple-double, eight
additional double-doubles and cracked
the 30-point plateau II times during
his rookie season in the league. He
finished the season ranked fifth nationally in points per game (25.7); fourth
in steals (2.8) and tenth in 3-pointers made per game (3.8). He also
ranked among the top 90 nationally
in each rebounding (79th, 7.8/game),
assists (88th, 4.5/game), 3-point percentage (72nd, 38.8%) and free throw
percentage (67th, 83.4%).
"If Lester Hudson doesn't enter
the NBA Draft, he'll return to make
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Ulcers say
they're far
from finished
CELTICS BACK FROM L.A. WITH
CHANCE TO CLINCH AT HOME

By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Tiger
Woods cradled the silver U.S.
Open trophy in his right hand
and limped toward the edge of
the Pacific bluffs, each step as
much a burden as the 91 holes
he played at Torrey Pines for
a major that might have been
his most amazing yet.
Out of competition for two
months because of knee surgery, he won the toughest test
in golf.
For the second straight day,
Woods came to the 18th hole
one shot behind and stood over
a birdie putt to avoid a shocking collapse.
His knee throbbing and heart
pounding. he delivered. He
always does.
An epic U.S. Open finally
ended Monday afternoon on the
19th hole of a playoff when
Woods outlasted a gritty Rocco
Mediate for a victory that surpnsed even him.
"I think this is probably the
best ever," Woods said. "All
things considered, 1 don't know
how I ended up in this position, to be honest with you. It
was a long week. A lot of
See WOOOS, 2B

SLAM
Woods joins Jack Nicklaus as
the • only players to win the
career Grand Slam three times
over.

MOVING UP
Woods has 14 majors, four
behind Jack Nicklaus. It was his
65th career PGA Tour victory,
third all time behind Sam Sneed
(82) and Jack Nicklaus (73).

HOME COURSE
Woods won at Torrey Pines for
the eighth time -- the U.S.
Open,
Junior
World
Championship (1991) and the
Buick Invitational six times.

UT Martin an instant contender," said
Donnie Tyndall. Morehead State's
head basketball coach in a recent
interview.
A native of Memphis, Tenn. who
transferred from Southwest Tennessee
Cominunity College, Hudson is the
first UT Martin player to receive the
OVC Player of the Year award. He
was also named to the OVC AllNewcomer squad, became just the
fourth Skyhawk ever named to the
All-OVC first-team and was named
UT Martin's Bob Carroll Male Athlete of the Year. With All-American
honors from the Associated Press and
collegeinsider.com, Hudson became the
first player in school history to claim
the honors since the school started
playing in Division I.

NBA FINALS

HOBBLED
WOODS
EKES OUT
14TH MAJOR
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and participated in private workouts
for nine NBA teams (Houston, Toronto. Denver, Portland, Seattle. New
Jersey, Washington, Detroit and Cleveland).
"The individual workout process
helps Lester's visibility with the NBA
teams at the beginning of this coming season," Campbell said.
Hudson put together one of the
best all-around seasons in Ohio Valley Conference history in 2007-08
and helped his team make a six-game
improvement in its league record. The
Skyhawks were picked last (11th) in
a preseason poll but finished fourth
and qualified for the OVC Tournament.
Hudson made school, conference
and NCAA history during the sea-

CHRIS CAPLSON AP
Tiger Woods holds his U.S. Open Championship trophy after winning a sudden death
hole against Rocco Mediate following an 18-hole playoff round at Torrey Pines Golf
Course Monday afternoon in San Diego.

By TOM WITHERS
NBA Finals
AP Sports Writer
Laken at Celtics
BOSTON (API -- The When: 8 p rn
Boston Celtics came back from TV: ABC-3
California, not champions and Series:
Game 1 Boston 98 L A Lakers 88
not whole.
Game 2 Boston 108. LA Lakers 102
They returned from Los Game 3 LA Lakers 87, Boston 61
Game 4 Boston 97, L A Lakers 91
Angeles following a long day Game 5 L A Lakers 103 Boston 98.
of travel without the Larry Boston eads senes 3-2
8p
O'Brien trophy and without Game 6 LA Lakers at Boston.
Game 7 IThursday. June 191 LA
Ray Allen, who stayed behind Lakers at Boston 8 p.m., rt necessary
to attend to his ill son.
Unable to put the finishing touches on the Los Angeles
Lakers and wrap up their first championship since 1986, the
Celtics, the NBA's best team since November, flew back
across three time zones Monday for a Game 6 they were
hoping they wouldn't have to play.
But injuries, another big first-half deficit and a sub-par
performance by Kevin Garnett cost them in Game 5, a 10398 loss in the season's final game at Staples Center.
"Not what we wanted," coach Doc Rivers said of the
team's stay near the Pacific Ocean. "We wanted two more
(wins). Obviously, the blanket was that we get to go home,
but we really believed that we could win one of these games.
We won one and we'll take it, but that's obviously not what
we want."
The Celtics weren't at full strength for Game 5, missing
center Kendrick Perkins with a shoulder injury. Whether he'll
play in Game 6 will be a game-time decision, but Boston
expects to have Allen available.
The shooting star left the arena immediately following
Sunday's game because of a "health issue" with his toddler
son, Walker, who underwent medical tests Sunday and Monday. Allen was still at the hospital when the rest of the
Celtics arrived in Boston at about 10:30 p.m. EDT Monday,
team spokesman Jeff Twiss told The Associated Press.
Allen planned to take an overnight flight, so he could play
Tuesday night, according to TWiss.
Earlier, the Celtics waited at LA International Airport for
their flight, which was delayed by mechanical problems.
Another plane was brought in for the trip.
Their title was postponed, too.
On Sunday, the Celtics, who once trailed by 19 points.
were moments away from an awards ceremony that's now on
hold. Instead of hoisting a trophy and spraying champagne
the Celtics returned to New England with more work to do.
Despite the loss, they feel good about their chances of
winning a 17th title — on the 17th.
"We're one up, with two games to go at home," said Paul
Pierce, who scored 38 in Game 5. "It still feels like we have
the advantage, and I do feel like we're the better team."
So the llth installment of Celtics vs. Lakers, the league's
signature rivalry and one of the best in pro sports, has at
least one more 48-minute episode.
After a 21-year gap between finals meetings, these teams
aren't quite ready to part company.
Why would they?
Now five games old, this series has had plenty of drama
(Pierce's return from a Game 1 knee injury), history (Boston's
finals record 24-point comeback in Game 4), surprises (Leon
Powe's emergence as a Game 2 star) and even a little scandal as former referee Tim Donaghy's allegations of fixed
playoff games has hung over the finals.

NII,B ROUNDUP

Mets give Randolph the managing ax
ANAHEIM, Calif. (API —
After weeks of speculation that
his job was in jeopardy, Willie
Randolph finally got fired by
the New York Mets while most
fans were sleeping.
Randolph was let go in the
middle of the night Tuesday, 2
1/2 months into a disappointing season that has followed
the team's colossal collapse last
September.
Bench coach Jerry Manuel
takes over on an interim basis

for Randolph, who led the Mets
to within one win of the 2006
W.old Series. They got off to
a strong start again last year
but plummeted down the stretch
and hove been unable to rebound.
A preseason favorite to win
the ML pennant, the $138 million Mets (34-35) had won two
in a row when Randolnh was
dismissed early Tuesday morning — making him the first
big league manager to get fired
this season.

Pitching coach Rick Peterson and first base coach Tom
Nieto also were cut loose in
an enormous overhau: that was
revealed in a fact-of-the-matter
news release at a stunning time
— about 12:15 a.m. PDT, nearly two hours after New York's
9-6 victory over the Los Angeles Angels.
Ken Oberkfell, the club's
manager at Triple-A New
Orleans, and Dan Warthen, pitching coach for the Zephyrs, will

join the major league staff along
with Luis Aguayo, a Mets field
coordinator.
Reached by phone nearly
three hours after Monday's
game, Mets utility man Marlon
Anderson said he didn't know
that Randolph had been fired
and he didn't want to comment
until he heard the news from
a member of the team.
"Not tonight," Anderson said

KEVORK DJANSEZIAN / AP
Boston coach Doc Rivers talks with Kevin Garnett during play against the Lakers in the second half of Game
5 of the NBA Finals Sunday in Los Angeles.
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Break Time hands out cash, trophies
Staff Report
Break Time Billiards awarded over $3,000 in cash and
trophies to the 2008 in-house
BCA Spring League participants.
The team of Leroy Mazzoni
(captain), Jerry Smith, Lewis
Smith. Ron Cook and Mic Stom
won first place in the overall
league and in the final tournament.
The second place team in
the tournament. led by Mike
Rogers,
included
Johnny
Emmons, John Condry and this
season's most improved player, Josh Acres.
Jesse Boggess took his team
of Chuck Williams, Foye Pendergrass and Randy Scott to
the final tournament and took
home third-place trophies.
The fourth place team in
the final tournament was Don
Yeary, Robert Yeary, Joseph
Yeary and Craig Adams.
Second place in the overall
league was Dan Jones (captain), Greg Bogard, Ron
Gladdin and this season's highSchroader.
Mike
shooter
Schfoader finished with a 107
average.
The overall third place team

SportsBriefs
• Calloway County football
coach Josh McKeel is urging parents and members of the school
to be on watch for a company,
"Elite Design" out of Texas that
could be soliciting money for a
Calloway County Laker football
poster McKee! wants the public
to know that neither himself or the
school has any agreement with
that company and urges people
not to give them money. For more
information, feel tree to contact
McKeel at 762-7374 ext. 114.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Pictured left to right: Robert Yeary, Mic Stom, Craig Adams, Leamon Lee, Randy Scott,
Don Yeary. Chuck Williams, Foye Pendergrass, Jesse Boggess, Deb Stom, Greg Bogard, Geneva Brockyvell, Leroy Mazzoni, Josh Acres, Serry Smith, Mike Rogers. John
Condry, Brandon Underhill. Ron Cook, Johnny Emmons, Billy Bazzell, Chuck Harrell,
Shane Phillips and Lewis Smith.
mg season of competition.
of Geneva Brockwell, Shane Will Norsworthy.
Break Time Billiards is locatBreak Time Billiards would
Phillips, Chuck Harrell and
Billy Bazzell was led by Deb like to make an honorable men- ed one-and-a-half miles out
tion of improvement in the State Route 94 East and is
Stom.
The fourth place overall team skill of Foye Pendergrass, John open seven days a week. For
led by James Pendergrass Condry, Craig Adams and Jerry more information on the next
included Brandon Underhill, Smith. Congratulations to all BCA in-house league, stop in
Evan Lane, Joe Deerman and seven teams on an outstand- or call us at (270) 759-9303.

•Woods

hole He backed off the putt
Slam three times over.
From Page lb
"I think I need to shut it when a seagull's shadow crossed
doubt, a lot of questions going
into the week. And here we down for a little bit," Woods over his line, then watched it
said. "It's a bit sore. I need to tumble in for birdie. Both Woods
are, 91 holes later.arid Mediate finished at evenNow the greater question is take a little bit of a break."
It might take that long for par 71.
his future.
Going to the seventh hole
All week, Woods had man- this victory to sink in.
Caught in a tussle with Medi- for sudden death, Mediate drove
aged to mask the pain, walking with an almost impercepti- ate, a 45-year-old with a creaky left into a hunker, pulled that
ble limp. Finally, he could give back and no fear, Woods blew shot to the edge of the bleachin to it. Walking toward the bluffs a three-shot lead with eight ers, chipped 18 feet past the
for his last round of interviews, holes to play before rallying hole and missed the par putt.
"Great fight." Woods told
he could barely make it up the with a birdie to send this 18him as they embraced on the
hole playoff into overtime.
hill.
II The West Kentucky Youth
On the verge of onc of golf's green.
Woods conceded that he
Futbol Club (WKYFC) will continIt was almost more than
by play- great upsets. Mediate instead
ue to hold soccer try outs for girls risked further damage
Woods could handle, yet he
ing the U.S. Open. and said it became another victim.
U9 (girls not yet 9 years old by
He had a 20-foot birdie putt escaped again. He won the U.S.
was possible that he had indeed
August 11 through U18 (girls not
the 18th hole to win - not Open for the third time, and
on
worse.
it
made
(on
1
August
by
(Ad
yet 18 years
players get a chance like the first since it was last held
many
he
when
know
not
does
He
at
Thursday, June 19 starting
will play next., even uncertain that against Woods -- and pulled on a public course at Bethpage
On
5:30 p.m., arid again
Black in 2002.
whether he will show up at Royal it just slightly.
Saturday June 29 starting at
"I'm glad I'm done." Woods
"I just yanked it a touch,"
Birkdale in five weeks for the
9a.m. at Hamilton Park Soccer
Complex in Mayfield, KY. For
British Open to continue his Mediate said. "But I can't real- said. "I really don't feel like
more information and registration
pursuit of Jack Nicklaus' record ly complain. I did the best I playing anymore."
Mediate's odyssey began two
forms, go to the website 0
18 majors. Torrey Pines was could."
veww.wkyfc.com or call 270/210Woods reached the green in weeks ago when he had to surWoods' 14th major and made
3599.
him the only player besides two arid his 45-foot eagle putt vive a sudden-death playoff simNicklaus to win the career Grand rolled some four feet past the ply to qualify for this U.S.
Open. Even more unlikely was
going toe-to-toe with Woods whom Mediate referred to as a
"monster" - and nearly slaying him.
Soft Spikes IRequired
Mediate struggled to keep
his emotions after taking bogey
Rate & Ilase
on the first extra hole, but he
3,2008
Thursday,fuly,
walked off Torrey Pines with
1.00 PM - Shotgun Sart
12,000 new friends who
Rain Date: Friday,July II, 2008
crammed both sides of every
fairway for a playoff that was
location
tighter than anyone imagined.
Club
Murray Country
"Obviously. I would have
Murray, Kentucky
loved to win," he said. "I don't
know what else to say. They
LWtry Fermat
wanted a show, they got one."
Two-person scramble
Did they ever.
109 players
From the opening tee shot
Thursday in a light fog known
Awards
as "June Gloom," this U.S.
winners.
place
last
and
15th
i0th,
5th,
tat,
the
to
awarded
be
will
Prizes
Open simply shined.
"The atmosphere is what kept
Curt
Gift
Shop
Pro
$50
Set, 10th, 5th, Last Place
First Place - $100 Pro Shop Gift Cart
me going," Woods said. -The
Prize!
Longest Drive on #14
tournament, being a major chamPrize!
Within 20' of pin on #2 and #11
pionship here at Torrey Pines,
Prize!
Closest-to-Pin on #7
all the people, it could have
very easily ... I couldn't ever
(multple winners)
on Mr....
Hole-on-One
quit. in front of these people.
It wasn't going to happen."
Prize!
on #7
Prize!
on #2
Prize!
on #11
Door Prizes will be drawn at the close of the tournament

THE MURRAY ROTARY CLUB

\2008/
Max Hurt Memorial
Golf Tournament

American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pot GB
W
44 29 603
Boston
2
40 29 580
Tampa Bay
12
5
37 33 529
New ioni
34 34 500 7 1,2
F3artkr.ore
8
35 36 493
Toronto
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
38 31 551
Chicago
34 36 486 4 12
Minnesota
33,37 471 5 12
Cleveland
32 38 457 6 1.2
Detroit
28 42 40010 1,2
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct GB
W
42 29 592
Los Angeles
3
38 31 551
Oakland
7
35 36 493
Texas
24 46 34317 12
Seattle

Monday's Games
Philadelphia 8 Boston 2
N Y Mets 9 L A Angels 6
Florida 6 Seattle 1
San Francisco 8 Detroit 6
Tuesday's Games
San Diego (Woe 5.41 at NY Yankees
(Pettine 6-5) 6 05 p m
Boston (Lester 5-3) at Philadelphia
(Moyer 7-3) 6 05 p in
Houston (Backe 4-8) at Baltimore
(Olson 5-2). 6 05 p m
Chicago Cubs(Dempster 8-2) at Tampa
Bay (Kazmir 6-2), 6 10 p.m
Toronto (McGowan 5-4) at Mihvaukee
(Parra 5-2). 7 05 p m.
Atlanta (T.Hudson 7-4) al Texas (Padilla
13.3), 7 05 p m
Washington (Lannan 4-7) at Minnesota
(Hernandez 6-4). 7 10 p m
Pittsburgh (Snell 3-6) at Chicago mine
Sox (Vazquez 6-5), 711 p.m
Kansas City (Davies 2-0) at St Louis
(Pineiro 2-3), 7 15 P m
Cleveland (Byrd 3-6) at Colorado
(Reynolds 1-4). 8 05 p m
Oakland (Duchscherer 6-4) at Arizona
(Webb 11-2). 8 40 p m
N.Y Mets (J.Santana 7-4) at L A
Angels (Lackey 3-1), 9 05 p m
Florida (Olsen 4-31 at Seattle
(F Hernandez 5-5). 9 10 p m
Detroit (Rogers 4-41 at San Francisco
(Sanchez 6-3) 9 15 p.m
Wednesday's Games
Boston (Masterson 3-1) at Proladslpha
(Kendrick 6-2), 1205 p.m
Detroit (Galarraga 6-21 at San
Francisco (Zito 2-101, 245 p in
San Diego (Peavy 5-3) at N Y Yankees
(Rasner 3-4( 605 p.m.
Houston (Moehier 3-3) at Baltimore
(Guthrie 3-7), 6:05 p in
Chicago Cubs(Zambrano 6-2) at
Tampa Bay (Sonnanstine 7-3), 6:10
pm
Toronto (Marcum 5.3/at Mtwaukee
(Sheets 7-1). 705 pm
Atlanta (Reyes 3-4) at Texas (Hurley DO) 7.05 p.m
Washington (8ergInann 1-4) Sr
Minnesota (Slowey 3-6). 7.10 p.m
Pittsburgh (Goaelanny 5-5) at Chicago
White Sox (Buehrle 3-6) 711 p in
Kansas City (Bannister 5-6) et St Lotus
(Piney° 2.3) 7 15 p m
Cleveland (Laffey 4-3) at Colorado
(Francis 2-6). 805 p.m
Oakland (Blanton 3-9) at Arizona
(I-tareri 6-4), 8 40 p m
N Y. Mets (01 Perez 5-41 at LA Angels
(Garland 6-4). 905 p 111
Florida (Tucker 1-1) at Seattle (Dickey
1-2) 9 10 p m

Mississippi
loses QB signee
to Padres
OXFORD, Miss. (AP) -Mississippi is dangerously thin
at quarterback after incoming
recruit Chris Wilkes signed with
the San Diego Padres.
The Padres took the Orlando, Fla., pitcher in the 22nd
round of the Major League
Baseball draft.

National League Standings
All Tines CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
42 30 583
Philadelphia
38
543
32
3
Florida
35 36 493 6 1/2
Atlanta
3.4 35 493 6 1/2
New York
29 42 40812 1i2
Washington
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
45 25.643
Chicago
42 29 592 3 1/2
St LOUIS
36 33.522 8 12
Milwaukee
11
34 36 486
Patsburgh
33 37 471
12
Houston
33 38 46512 12
Concinnatl
West Division
L Pct GB
W
37 33 529
Anzona
31 30 449 51/2
Los Angeles
31 40 437 61/7
San Diego
31 40 437 6 12
San Francisco
9
28 42 400
Colorado

Monday's Games
Philadelphia 8 Boston 2
Colorado
Atlanta 7
N V Mets 9 1 A Angels 6
Florida 6. Seattle 1
San Francisco 8. Detroit 6
Tuescley's Games
San Diego (Wolf 5-4) at N Y Yankees
8 05 p m
6-5).
(Pettit*
Boston (Lester 5-3) at Philadelphia
(Moyer 7-3), 6 05 p in
Houston (Backe 4-8) at Baltimore
(Olson 5-2). 605 pm
Chicago Cubs (Dempster 8-2) at Tampa
Bay (Kazmir 6-2). 6 10 pm
L A. Dodgers (Billingsley 4-7) at
Cincinnati (Cueto 5-6) 6 10 p m
Toronto (McGowan 5-4; at Milwaukee
(Pan-s 5-2). 7 05 P in
Atlanta iT Hudson 7-4i al Texas (Padilla
8-3), 7 05 p.m
Washington (lannan 4-7) at Minnesota
(Hernandez 6-4(, 7 10 p m
Pittsburgh (Snell 3-6) at Chicago White
Sox (Vazquez 6-5) 7 11 p m
Kansas City (Davies 2-0) at St Louis
(Pinar° 2-3), 7 15 p in
Cleveland (Byrd 3-6) Pt Colorado
(Reynolds 1-4). 805 p m
Oakland (Duchscherer 6-4) at Arizona
(Webb 11-2), 8 40 p m
N V Mets (J Santana 7-4) at L A
Angels (Lackey 3- 1) 9 05 p m
Florida (Olsen 4-3) at Seattle
(F.Hemandez 5-5). 9 10 p in
Detroit (Rogers 4-4) at San Francisco
(Sanchez 6-31, g 15 p in
Wednesday's Games
Boston (Masterson 3-1) at Philadelphia
(Kendrick 6-2) 12.05 p in
Detroit (Ga(arraga 6-2) at San
Francisco (Zrto 2-10) 2 45 p m
San Diego IPeery 5-3) at N.Y Yankees
(Rasner 3-4) 6 05 p m
Houston (Moehler 3-3) at Bartirnore
(Guthrie 3-7) 6 05 p m
Chicago Cubs (Zambrano 8-2) at
Tampa Bey ISonnanstre 7-3). 6:10
P
LA Dodgers,(Kuroda 3-6) at Cincinnati
lArrOy0 4-5), 610 p.m
Toronto (Marcum 5-3) at Milwaukee
Sheets 7.1). 705 p.m
Atlania (Reyes 3-41 al Texas (Hurley 001. 7 05 p m
Washington (Bergmann 1-4) at
Minnesota (Sknvey 3-6). 7:10 p m
Pittsburgh )Gorzelanny 5-5) at Chicago
White Sox (Buehrle 3-6). 711 p.m
Kansas City (Bannister 5-6) at St. Louis
(Pineiro 2-31 7 15 p m
Cleveland (Lafley 4-3) at Colorado
(Francis 2-61, 8 05 p m
Oakland (Blanton 3-9) at Arizona
iHaren 6-4) 8 40 p m
N Y Mists (0/ Peter 5-41 at L A Angels
(Garland 6-4), 905 pm
Florida (Tucker 1-11 at Seattle (Dickey
1.2). 910 p m

TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY

Terry Butler,
n"

contact(Z3-toicW.
601I- Main Si; 753:5141

COLLEGE BASEBALL
6 pm.
World Series game 8
ESPN2
teams IBA at Omaha Neb
NBA BASKETBALL
p.m
ABC - Playoffs finals game 6 L A
Lakers at Boston (if necessary(

Spaosersidps
$150 provides the sponsor with a sign and two player passes.
Both players must be registered by June 23.2008.
Emory Fee
$100 per team of two players payable in advance (by June 23).
Includes cart and green fees
This will be the only means of recording players and fees pad.
Return completed entry form with check by June 23. 2008
Rotary GolfTournament
to:
P.O. Box 411
Murray. Kentucky 42071

EN T RY FORM
Murray Country Club
July 3, 200$
Phone

Player 81

Phone

Player #2
We hays bean sponsored by

Entry fee of $1001team or $150 for sponsor/team must be enclosed
Detach completed entry form enclose check for $100 and mail to:
Rotary Golf Tournament
PO. Box 411
Murray, Kentucky 42071
A$ entries

mint be

waived

by June 23, 21111

MION.11111.

\ /
Mu Sart %Mal
Truuncit

The Murray Blue Fire U-16 soccer team took first place honors at the Keltic Klassic Soccer Tournament in Glasgow on May 31-June 1 by defeating three teams
and tying one game The team members participating in the tournament were (front
row, from left) Sarah Wooten, Darius Nabavi, Jordan Smith, Rob DeBoer and Niko
Sikkel, (back row, from left) Jacob Hamm, Brandon Kipphut, Steven Arnold, Zach
Tray's, Nathan Kennedy. Landon Russell and Andrew Cavitt Coaches for the team
are Blake McCuiston and Fabrice Sededji and the manager is Michael Russell.

tt
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CLASSIFIEDS
edger.ton

INI2E2‘
010
020
025
03C
C40
050
AO
OTC
050
100
110
130
130
140
110
156
150
ISO
150

ADJUSTMENTS
Aceeresers are requested to diect
the hrst insereon 04 ewe ads for any
emir Murray Ledger & r121106 ell be
reopened:4e for only ono incorrect
newton Any error should be reported immediately Sc correcttons can
be made

Lope Notice
Mole.
Personsis
Feuricei
Mossereste leents0
Lee Ore Forret
Ilse Wanted
Peeler. Veneta
Cloasselk a Cblecare
Illueirees 00Polunat
Eleelnanics
Computers
Faspeenoe raft
*we To Dot
Article. For Sera
Appliance.
Mons Furniselnes
Mewls
Lasso 1 Genes

190
116
240
210
220
240
770
200
255
300
305
1A
310
300
370
300
4,0
434

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
,

Fans Equipment
Mort Equerries
SOITA FreoPment
Flreterad
Wells lterne Lob For leis
Okells Home FOI See
Meets Moor *or Rent
Wee moms Lois For Mem
Orminsee Ilenlaki
aesereents For Rem
Ream For flee
Moose For Rem
Stomp lenesis
Coneterciel Properly
Pets a Supplies
Livestock 11 Supplies
Public See
Lana For Rem or Loos

430
436
440
446
AO
466
460
470
400
421
AO
411
500
510
520
530
500
570

Meiimam,
LAO atemne
Lots 9•9 hale
Lou For MON
Farms For Sole
scones
Norms For Sarie
Stosorcyciee I And
Ares Pols
Semi Mho Venicles
IOW Cars
Mot
Uteri TIVCIN
Corers
Bomb a Motors
Services Offered
FISO Comma
TOINK.C4 I Supplies

PLADLINES

N1r

1'1
,
,1

NOldrf

S830 Column Inch,60 Discount 2nd Run,
40'S Discount 3rd Run.
(All i Ads Must Run Within r Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (shopping(smart
I

\1

SIY1

hint

1/011etlity

kelp&
Ikt 1 p.m.
'ru nut
TV 1p.m.

511ir

\

$8.25 first Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

kinkflMI
Fnarl

iisaitartisnleizextaerizeisigeni•eteeearam
el yea a. seraalerasdorSawn IlKe jet

.,
MirloPOrt"
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
Of stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

NOTICE
Water Quality Report
TS all Center Ridge Water District customers: Our
2007 water quality requests are available upon
request A report can be mailed upon your request
Center Ridge Water District:
al PWS1D 0180649
r2 PWS1D 0180609
se PWSID 0180502

Sealed bids will be accepted by the Calloway County
Board of Education until 390 PM, Monday, June 30.
2008 at the office of the Food Service Director, 2110
College Farm Road, Murray, KY for the purchase of
pizza for the 2008-2009 school year

LECTURER/CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR.
School of Agriculture, Murray State University Full-time, II month.
non-tenure position to begin August I, 2008. Qualifications: Bachelor
degree in Animal Health Technology from a fully accredited AVMA
school with 2 years of clinical and/or laboratory expenence required.
Master degree in Animal Health Technology/Agriculture preferred.
Prior successful teaching experience is preferred. Must have good communication skills, strong leadership skills and organizational skills.
Responsibilities: Primary duties will involve 12 hours of
classroom/laboratory instruction in Animal Technology classes each
semester and maintain graduate alumni surveys, academic advisement
of students and programmatic laboratory inventory. Participation in relevant community/university service activities is expected. Application
Deadline: July 1,2008. To Apply: Send letter of application, vitae,
transcripts, three current professional letters of recommendation to:
Clinical Instructor Committee, Attn: Amy McKinney, School of
Agriculture, Murray State University, 103 South Oakley Applied
Science. Murray, Kentucky 42071-3345.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State
University is an equal education and employment opportunity.
WF/D. AA employer.

A copy of the bid and additional information may be
obtained by contacting Pat Lane, Food Service
Director. 2110 College Farm Road, Murray, KY 42971
or by calling (2701762-7400.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or all bids
and waiver any irregularities in bidding

Lam I Gude)

lielp Owed
111I
[

Leek
Nola

NNW

74Preicee
(

A
CCIIRPORATIANi

Letica Corporation in Fulton, a three shift operation and leading
plastic/paper packaging manufacturer, is seeking motivated individuals to
join our team at our Fultoo. KY location in the following position.

• Injection Mold Technicians
PRIOR EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
DAY Lillies are in
bloom! Clumps $5.00
& up. Pots $2 50 & up.
684 Crossland Rd..
Murray, Wed-Sat 9:005:00 or by appt. 270227-0460.
NOW forming Mora
night e. haft league. Cell
759-9303 or inquire at
Break-time Bitianls.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
Last and Found
- CASH reward offered:
Lost sable and white
Miniature Collie wearrig a red collar. Child's
pet. Answers to the
name Bitzy Lost in
S13th area below
Sycamore. 761-6090.
Lost Dachshund, black
and tan. 1346 Area.
759-4070.
Reward.
Cell 705-5954

ist..
Driver,
A
CDLaccount.
Dedicated
Average $90041300
per week. Full benefits.
Work.
Consistent
Driver friendly freight.
orientation.
Paid
Immediate hiring. Also
needed owner operators. Avg $4K-5K wkly.
$1.61 all miles.
1-500-308-1893
or 866-250-3393.
STAFF needed for
school
2008-2009
year. Kingdom Kids
Center
Learning
Preschool. Westside
Baptist Church. 207
Road
Robertson
South. Tuesdays &
(Mondays
Thursdays
optional) For more
call
information
Director Dorothy K.
Rogers. 270-753-8240
or 270-227-1647.
Steven G. Sacora,
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
CPA. Benefits include
4-day work week.
Email resume to
stove* sacora.c,om
FULL OR PART limo
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7 OOPM
only. positively

EXPERIENCED
Sheetmetal Mechanics
needed for local HVAC
company. Tools
required. Saiary based
on experience.
Company benefits and
retirement package,
Send resume or pick
at
application
up
Randy Thornton Co.,
Inc. 802 Chestnut
Street Murray, KY.
No phone calls please.
FULL-TIME receptionist/coordinatcr for conequipment
struction
rental company located in Benton. Fax
resume to. 270-527.
9497. ATTN: Cynthia,
FULL-TIME Sales
Representative
Needed. Seeking individual with outgoing
personality to generate
leads, dose sales, and
train on PowerClaim
software solutions.
Some travel requirea.
Base pay plus commission: benefits
include heatthillife/dental insurance, retirement, 18 paid days off
per year, and tuition
assistance. Minimum
1 year college
required and sales
experience preferred.
Email resumes to candiceOpowerciairn corn
hiring
now
KFC
cashiers & cooks. Must
be available for all
shifts. Apply in person
205 N. 12th St.
LOCAL landscape co.
hiring temporary PT
workers, paying $8$10 an hour. Must
have reliable transportation. Experience
in bush trimming helpful. Call 293-8923. .
NOW taking applications for all posIdons
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIve-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
plume cells.
Practical Dental
Aasistong
We are now accepting registration for
writer
class
the
begins Sept. 6, 2008.
You will be trained 00
ii
for
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
For more information
and registration forms,
website
our
visit
www.bohledenta I.co
m or call our office
Dr. Charles Bohle
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited,

We offer a competitive salary and excellent company paid benefits package
including medical, dental. ViS10(1, 401(k), and profit shanng.
Please send resume to:
LETICA CORPORATION
do Chris Pane, HR Manager
191 Industrial Park Drive, Fulton, KY 42041
FAX: 270-472-3666
EOE WF/DN

TAKING applications
for Drivers 1-800-7336724

Articles
For Si.

WEEKEND Murray
Paducah Combination
Real Estate Licensing
class. $320 DP. $44
weekly through Nov.
1st Murray Chamber
Commerce. 9-12. 270223-0789.
delouseadams0yahoo.
corn
WELDERS- Openings
for HS grads ages 1734. No experience
required. Call today for
interview.
1-800-777-6289.

L'°'„

to Buy

r'.1

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old US Coin
Paying
collections_
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS

Giving away something
for free?
We will run it one
day for free.
753-1916
•

1

n- Osist9

I

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

WENDY'S is now hiring for shift leaders and
crew members. We
competitive
offer
wages, tuition reim401K,
bursement,
for
opportunity
advancement health
and dental insurance.
Apply in person MonFri, 2.00-4.00, ask for
Mike.

Adult male caregive
willing to sit/provide
adults.
for
care
Overnight if neccessary. Contact
270-753-8801.

Ctllbw,,
'Pictona/v.
vhstOry', Both.
saIr Greo!'
eurront,
•

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs1Jpgrades
759.3556

HOT TUB! Great condition- kept indoors,
includes top & steps.
227-4139.
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
XBR
Best
Sony's
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
surround
custom
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action.
Telephone
Electronics. Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567.
STORE closing- all
Merchandise and fix
lures must go. The
Shoppa
Carousel
Sirloin
behind
Stockade.

'4

DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

Besi the county has
Cal' Terrell Thdeve,I

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience. 270759-9553, 753-9006.
HOME cleaning --services. 227-7129

home
Spectacular
cleaning. From organwindowa.
to
izing
Senoir discounts. Call
Linda 270-227-2196.
WILL sit with elderly in
home, nursing home,
or hospital. Will also do
house cleaning. 7537129, 210-4173

CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT
Backhoes. used Case
580SL, 580SM. others,
4x4, ex-hoe, several in
stock. Standard & mini
36'-42'
excavators
Skytrak & Gradall telescopic forklifts. Case
dozers-550E $23,500,
850K cab/air 1400hr
UC $64,900.
new
Wanda Snow 731-3633680

-OWNER Finance-38R, 2BA, near lake,
6058 Dunbar Ra., New
$3,950
Concord,
$495/month.
down,
Bonnie Byerly Broker
(270)752-0729.
FOR SALE
1994 3 Bedroom,
2 bath 16x80 mobile
home possibly
needs to be moved,
sorne work needed.
Call 227-8721 If serious about buying
510,000/0130
Apertmerds For Pent

150
iMp

2004 Craftsman Lawn
Tractor, 25 HP Kohler
w/54" cut, hydrostatic
drive 435-4687 after
5pm

1 OR 2br apts. Pea
Murray
downtowr
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
2B1R duplex. nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR& 3BR apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets 753-2905
2BR. 2BA, all appliances included.
S525/mo. 753-9999
ext. 115
3 & 4 BR townhouses.
5630-900 per month.
No pets. Includes
washer/dryer.
oven/stove, dishwasher and refngerator.
C/H/A. Utilities not
included. Meadowlark
Townhouses.
(270)348-0458
38.4BR. 2BA available
now,
appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
appliances
C/H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR house, C/H/A. 1,
2. & 3 BR Apt.
753-1252, 753-0606.
761-3694.
3 BR, 2 BA all appliances. Available now
Move in free days,
Coleman RE
753-9898.
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt. upstairs.
water paid, available
now, no pets.
$260/mo. 753-5980

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental

THIS
lxi
AD FOR

GET

$75.00
A

MONTH

753-1916

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES'
WARD-U.19N S

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

2 BR, 1 BA, new
hardwood
kitchen,
floors, close to MSU.
attached garage, no
pets. 711 Payne St.
$475 per month.
270-293-3710.
2BR stove, refrigerator.
W&D hookup $385
month
References,
deposit & lease. 1005
Main Street. Murray.
No pets.
(270)E27-3664
3 BR. living room, den,
in country. $.375 per
month. 731-782-3757,
731-363-3202
3 BR, stove and refrigerator. W/D hook-up.
Cad/A, one /ear lease.
one month deposit.
S650/mo. no pets. 7532259, 270-527-8174.
4 BR. 2 BA. brick,
newly
remodeled,
hardwood floors. Close
to MSU 1655 Ryan
Ave No pets. $800
monthly. 270-293-4602
NEAR MSU on quiet
Street Large 2 BR. 1
BA, CRI/A, appliances.
no pets, lease and ref.
$425+deposit
753-1059

stILR-tA&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. RI. 12TS
Mturray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
carter a ID s & Oesdlie.
HA 10 82.5 10x15$40
(27014M-1524
(2701293-690e
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security Warmed
*Safe & clear
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

45X25 SHOP. Tiled
office and bathroom,
low utilities. Next to
J.H. Churchill.
753-3119
OFFICE building for
rent. Prime location in
Benton. 227-6154 or
527-7879.
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480
40'x48'.
SHOPS
40'x40', gas heat. insulated., 12 ft. walls.
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle, Murray Call
Carlos Black 270-4362935.

5 yr old TN walking
horse, mare, 14.1
hands, black. very
pretty, child safe, lots
of trail experience.
$1500 270-227-9020.
7 year old Tennessee
Walking horse, geldgentle.
very
ing.
$1.000. 270-816-2011.
CUSTOM baling.
straw & grass hay in
big square bales,
3x3x8.(615)542-4036
Estate

DOG Obedience
436-2858.
MINI DACHSHUNDS
AKC. 2M/2F. RecVB1k.
ready June 24th. 1300
Call 978-5976 Kim
Tr-colored beagle puppies for sale. Some 12
weeks old. some 8
weeks old. Males aria
females. Good hunting
line. Call 270-2936454 for more info.

Registered Red Angus
service age bulls.
731-697-2423.

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 1 2 pm.j6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

addition tu tho, prolectExf
under tederal lao
‘ke .111 Aran.tngh accept an,
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Housing Athernsing require,
meet,, oantagt NAA Counsel
Pent P Milarn.17191648-100P.

••••.. 00•11110
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1111•1,

For sale: 3 BR. 1 BA,
brick home. East side
of Murray.
270-227-2162.
FSBO: Corner Lot 427
(.47 acre) Saddle
Subdivision.,
Creek
Gibbs Store Rd.. &
Atkins Way. Murray
$32,000 obo.
270-759-4209

38 Acres on Graves ,
Calloway line. 1,600 •
sq. ft. house, 2,400 se
ft. shop 5.315.000.
(402)206-8004 oi•
(270)345-2265

I

subscribe to the
Mt RR Al

,
LEDGER &TIIVIEc
r

Local Mail :

1 yr. ..-......$110.011

All Other Mail •
Subscriptions :
3aka-$76.341 3 1110.........--.475.04
6 ma .....
5145.04
I yr.--.-.$128.0. I yr.
Root 01 KY/TN I
•pmea a IIIRAMINI

Check

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

State laws torbiyt
in the •alc rental or advenrang
ot real estate based on factors in

fert60--, Find out what's
happening
this summer...

'-S.-....$53.11.
1 yr --MOS...
Wanted to lease or lease to own for light
business use: Nice home outside of city limits,
on at least 1 acre (preferably more), with 3sBR,
sq ft, and garage(s)/
2+ BA, 1700
outbuilding(s) Business is an established
business with excellent references. Call
270-293-9800 or 270-293-7511.

. ben-in
repl e.tate advertised
to Ow Fedeart Fair
; lousing Act, which rnalaes
illegal to adverb.. any Fre:ter.
ence, 'mean:, or dis,nininii
tan bawd on race color, nit.
put sex handicap.
has or nanonal ongin. 01 antunnon to make an) ..uch prrier
ences, limitations or dean:tuna. .
hon.

& Sieges

Rome Delivery

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

MOVING
SALE
1407 Main
761-7653

733-3853'

Murray Ledger rk Times Fair
!lousing Act Notice

0051 Sout8 1201

(270)7534713

'Ali Size Uroits
Available
•Now Have
Ciknate Control =

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 1 bedroom;
unfurnished ($345). All
appliances including
washer and dryer.
Available 511/08 7595885 or 293-7085

GO-CART, 5 HP, runs
great, 5550. 436-6074
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG. Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment cer.
tars & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

NEON BEACH
MIN1-STORAGE

Rental Property &
Property Management
Services available
Cal 761-7355
owe lammuserailry.me

753-9075
(270)227-2193
Appliances

VISA
=mom

Money Order

Visa

WC

:I

Name
I St. Address.
I
City
I State _

ZIP

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call (270) 763-1918
.a

CIASSIFIEDS

4B •'Euesda, Junr 17, 2808

3EIR, 28A. 2.500
sq It . fireplace fenced
yd, barn. 3 2 acres
2851 Kirksey rd
)270)227-0479

2006 Nssao Anima
2 SS special edition

dark blue dem intenor
electric window and
door locks, automatic
in floor, 26K one
owner $15.000
.Greg Taylor
Attorney M Law 436-6074
2004 Monte Carlo one
Ceftsets, Deeds
well mainowner
Titan Clip
tamed, good condition.
'761-45513
2000 Ford F-150. king
iodine
cab, one owner, well
maintained, good conFSBO 4 bed/4 bath dition Piease cal! 293updated older home 6516. 270-559-8215.
with office formal din- 2003 Ford Taurus
ing room and large eat SES, leather. 64,aax
ri kttchen 1 1.2 mile
miles. $5.900 obo
from Murray on 1 acre 293-2674
rn,,1 with fenced back
1999 Buick LeSabre
yard_ Hardwood floors, 80.XXX, white, $4.800
new carpet and nicety obo 489 2544 leave
landscaped. $129,900
message.
Call anytime for details
Buick Park Avenue
at 270-978-0880 after 99
Ultra, clean, teethe,
5:00 p.m.
service°
regularly
$5,500 751-8096

1M111111111KI

753-3500
McKinney
Ine,Servicee
1010 N.ims

NADEAU S
Construction
•Ftooring •Decks
•Anyt siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
nedeauconstructionnet

Calhoon Construction, LLC

HOUSTON ELECTRIC 8 ALARM

Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs

• Residental and Commercial
• Electrical Repair and Construction
• Security and Camera Systems
• 24 Hour Service
. • Licensed and huured
.
-Free Estimates**

Office: 270-761-6790

Cell: 270-978-1007
1GLET US HELP YOU PROMOTE
YOUR BUSINESS....
lye us a call and we can give y
11.

II \II

.1 \II \ I
ial pick
• weekh &
• locally owned/operated
75*-1151 • 2934783
293-2784

3301 St. itt

97 BMW convertible
3281, mint condition
100.000 miles. Bostor
green, $12,000
436-5862

Murray Ledger &

details on this 2x2 ad.
Murray Ledger &Times
Clasoillects
Jill Stephens
Ashley Morris
753-1916

k

_(270) 227-3574

AHART'S
GRAVEL & SAND

Rief(nki.IAN
CONS1111010N, INC 1%)
270-752-0313
Owner'Contractor: Luke Rickman
Residential Construction of
New Homes,Additions & Remodeling
•Guaranteed proferialonal & reliable service
•Insured

•Compeutive & reasonable pricing

EAST VALLEY
DIESEL REPAIR
24

We sell & deliver red gravel, pea
gravel, large wash rock, dirt and sand.
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd., then take a nght
on Hopkins Rd

753-9899
Family owned & operated

5-4 TR ill it

ALL THE '...ATES': E.C"::1-MINT!
24 HOUR SERV:CR!

"Oa

800 Chestnut St. • Hurray,
270- 767 - 1 77 3

KV

isamoisslisar

Fiellnenna
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday. June 18. 2008:
'flits year you might act like a
pendulum. with perpetual mood
changes. switching emotional
views and opening up to new
potential. Often you will wonder
whether to follow your gut or

T ir) VV I P.4 G

_
nAps
cseLy
:
- ,SPEc
•Dodd 1
Raung
Ewe
• Goldberg Row •
• Mkt* lineal• Rabb Astakince

will also become more sensitive
to others as you go through your
ups and downs, insights come
after long periods of confusion.
If you are single. your attractiveness becomes more evident to
many. How fun! Juggling this
extraordinary popularity could
be quite the task. If you are

attached, you wonder how much
you need to defer. Consider this:
Make it OK for each of you to
be different! CAPRICORN
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newspaper publisher Edward
Scripps (1854), Russian Grand
Duchess Anastasia (1901)
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Aneurysms are not
visible to naked eye

Man wants out from trailing
in younger brother's shadow

LoslusgSack
10 years ago
Published is it picture ot Murray Police Department Officer
Alvin Parham talking to a driver without a city auto sticker
dunng a roadblock at North loth
and Olive Streets. City stickers
were to be purchased by the end
of May. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Also published is a pictort.
of Kristy Webb as she feeds a
deer, antelope, llama and other
animals at a petting zoo on U.S
Hwy. 641 North. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane
Births reported include a girl
to Bart and Belinda Washer, May
29.
20 years ago
The second annual Kentucky
Lake Arts & Crafts Show will'
be e June 25-26 at Fenton area
on US Hwy. 568. Sponsoring
the show will be Land Between
the Lakes and Xi Alpha Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi sorority.
of Murray.
Published are a picture and feature story about Larry Callihan,
drummer of Lynn Grove. The
story and picture were by Staff
Writer and Photographer David
Tuck.
Births reported include a boy
to Brenda and Harry Davenport.
a girl to Trudy and Bryan Ellenberger and a boy to Johnny and
Kathy Wilson. June 14
30 years ago
Construction officials have
given a tentative August opening date for portions of the professional building and expansion
at the Murniy-Calloway County
Hospital.
Kirksey United Methodist
Church celebrated Family Day
with Quint Guier named as the
oldest member present and Mrs.
Gracie Smith as the oldest mother present.
M.C. Garrott writes about J.D.
Rayburn in his column. "Garrott's Galley."
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Levees could overflow, emotions already have
By ALLEN G. BREED
AP National Wnter
OAKVILLE. Iowa (AP) — As
southeastern Iowa and other parts of the
Midwest prepared for the Mississippi
River's wrath, the rest of Iowa began
the slow move from protection to
cleanup.
The federal government predicts that
27 levees could potentially overflow
along the river if the weather forecast is
on the mark and a massive sandbagging
effort fails to raise the level of the levees, according to a map obtained
Monday by The Associated Press.
Officials are placing millions of
sandbags on top of the levees in Illinois,
Iowa and Missouri to prevent overflowing. There is no way to predict whether
these levees will break. said Ron
Fournier, a spokesman with the Artny
Corps of Engineers in Iowa.
In much of Iowa, there were small
signs of a return to normalcy: interstate
80 reopened near Iowa City for the first
time in days. with Interstate 380 to the
north scheduled to reopen early
Tuesday. On the University of Iowa
campus, officials began to take stock cf
the damage.
And in Des Moines, where a levee
failure Saturday sent water pouring into
the Birdland neighborhood, some residents returned for the first time to see
the damage.

County, where the Misstssippi River
was expected to crest Tuesday evening
at 26 feet in a mostly rural area near
Burlington. Early Tuesday, the river
was at 25.7 feet — more than 10 feet
above flood stage — and still rising.
Crews were working to shore up a
levee about 7 miles north of Burlington,
where water covered about 2 blocks of
the downtown area. Several businesses
spent the night pumping water from
basements, said Sgt. Chad Zahn of the
Burlington Police Department.
Several thousand acres and about
250 homes would be flooded if the
levee breaks, said Gina Hardin, the
county's emergency management coordinator.
Brian Wieland, 48, of Oakville, was
sandbagging the levee Monday evening
near a drainage pumping station. He
was concerned shout more flooding as
water began lapping to within a foot of
AP.
top of sandbag wail
police officers after trying to drive around a
is
by
54,
arrested
Etlazek,
Rick
"The Bible says the prayer of one
in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Monde. Frustrated residents
man. God hears," Wiegand said. security checkpoint
their homes today but the hazards encountered by
to
return
to
expected
"Here's my prayer: I ask for the
public.
strength of God to fight this flood, and inspection teams were deemed unsafe for the general
I ask for the grace to accept whatever agency is borrowing money to help homes made conditions unsafe, said
Dave Koch, a city spokesman. Officials
happens."
flood victims throughout the Midwest.
Two more deaths were reported
In Cedar Rapids, hazardous condi- hoped to allow residents in soon.
Frustrations spilled over at one
Monday, bringing the state's death toll tions forced officials on Monday to stop
to five. Also Monday, the American taking residents into homes where the checkpoint, where a man was arrested
Red Cross said its disaster relief fund water had receded. Broken gas lines, at gunpoint after he tried to drive past
has been completely spent. and the sink holes and structural problems with police in his pickup truck.

"It's really bad. I mean. I can't
believe this," said Gloria Ruiz, whose
home suffered flood damage.
Ruiz pointed to a dirty line about 5
feet up on her basement wall showing
how high the water rose. Her washer,
dryer and boiler, and most of her children's toys, including a stereo and an
Xbox video game system, were ruined.
Floodwaters lingered about 50 feet
from her driveway.
"We don't know how long it will
stay like that,- she said.
Where floodwaters remained, they
were a noxious brew of sewage, farm
chemicals and fuel. Bob Lanz used a
22-foot aluminum flatboat to navigate
through downtown Oakville, where the
water reeked of pig feces and diesel
fuel.
"You can hardly stand it," Lanz said
as he surveyed what remained of his
family's hog farm. "It's strong."
LeRoy Lippen, chairman of emergency management and homeland secunty in nearby Des Moines County.
warned people to avoid the floodwaters: "If you drink this water and live,
tell me about it. You have no idea. It is
very, very wise to stay out of it. It's as
dangerous as anything."
Gov. Chet Culver and others pointed
to the next looming trouble spot, in
southeastern Iowa. Most requests for
state aid were coming from Des Moines

National meeting of park officials draws fire
AP

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Leaders of the National Park
Service will gather next month
at a private resort in the Utah
mountains for a summit meeting
that some career officials say
feels more like a $1 million
exercise in political promotion.
The national meeting, set for
July 16-17 at Snowbird, Utah,
will bring together more than
400 park superintendents and
other top Park Service officials
to hear from Interior Secretary
Dirk Kempthorne, Park Service
Director Mary Bomar, Utah
Republican Gov. Jon Huntsman
and others.
Some of those attending the
conference question the value of
a meeting with political leaders
who won't be around in just a
few short months, when the
Bush administration ends. They
also say the timing is bad, coming in the month when many
parks are having their busiest
period of the year.
And they say the cost — estimated at $1 million or more for
travel, rooms and meals — is an
unnecessary burden for their
budgets, already taxed by a
backlog of unfunded maintenance.
None of the current park officials who were critical of the
meeting would allow their
names to be used, saying they
feared retribution.
But Bill Wade, the retired
the
of
superintendent
Shenandoah National Park, says
he been hearing such cornments for months from his former colleagues. 'This is being
done almost exclusively to try to
bolster the legacy of the department and the political leaders
and the Bush administration, in
their last year," said Wade, head
of the Coalition of National Part
Service Retirees.
The agenda, he said. is to
point out "all of the great things
that they've done for parks and
conservation, when most of us
believe they've done far more
harm than good."
The criticism isn't unanimous. Several park superintendents contacted said they view the
meeting as an opportunity to get
together with peers, compare
notes and renew relationships.
''l think it's productive," said
Shendan Steele, superintendent
at Acadia National Park in
Maine. "You get not only the
opportunity to hear from key
leadership, but the interaction
between people, formally and
informally, is very valuable."
Park Service spokesman
David Bama said, "It's really
almost ridiculous that we don't

The Cliff Lodge at Snowbird,
where National Park officials
from around the nation will be
meeting July 16-17, is seen
nestled in the mountains east
of Salt Lake City, Utah. The
national summit meeting at
the resort will bring together
more than 400 park superintendents and other top Park
Service officials.

do this more often." He noted
that it's been 20 years since the
last such gathering and said,
"We're planning two days of
meaningful work. This is not
politics."
President Bush came into
office pledging to eliminate a
multibillion-dollar maintenance
backlog in the park system, fixing decrepit buildings, roads,
trails and sewer systems. He will
leave office in January with a todo lisi longer than the one he
inherited.
At the same time, park operating budgets have been shaved,
and some public services including educational programs and
visitor centers remain curtailed.

The administration has fought
with conservationists over
snowmobiles and other motorized vehicles, clean air standards
and firearms in parks.
"Their actions have fallen
significantly short of their commitments," said Ron Tipton,
vice president of the National
Parks Conservation Association.
A May 29 posting on the Park
Service's internal Web site for
employees says the July meeting
will focus on goals such as how
to reconnect Americans with
their park system, develop new
leaders for the system and highlight plans for the system's
100th birthday in 2016.
Those plans include a contro-

money to undertake project. in
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versial proposal to raise private

parks, including building new
facilities and launching new
programs. The Bush administration says that will mean new
resources for the parks, but
opponents say it will invite
increased commercialism.
Two department officials said
Bomar's original plans had
called tot three regional conferences this fall, each lasting three
days and concentrating on training for park supenntendents tailored to each region. Iri January..
however, that format was abandoned in favor of the July
national meeting.
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